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FISH AND G AM E ODDITIES.
Pull

Bear’s Tooth.

The title of Doctor of Dental Sur- j
gery has been conferred upon Curator
Ditmars of the Bronx Geological park,
New York, by the officials there.
Ever since Ditmars took charge of
the reptile house it has been a. regular
thing for him to extract the fangs of
his especial pets, the cobras and rat
tlers, at least twice a year for the sake
Never misfire. A Winchester .4^., a Remington 30 30,
Marlin o f safety. Last week his knowledge
fi^'5 5 * a Stevens .22 or any gun you may use always does Superior Shoot- o f dentistry was put to a severe test.
ng with U. M. C. Cartridges. We make ammunition for every gun
Fanny, the big brown bear, was suf
fering from an ulcerated tooth. Diithe world and always of the same quality—U. M C. quality.
mars and his assistants examined the i
THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
sick Bruin and decided that the only
course was to pull the tooth.

Agency, 3 13 Broadway, N. V.
-Depot. 86 88 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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MOCCASINS.

All kinds.

First-class workman-

1 free.

M. L. Getchell & Co.. Monmouth. Me.

STRUCK BOTTOM.

time he was at camp. Well Frank cut
at that hole all the forenoon, finally hav
ing to tie a rope to the handle o f the
chisel so that he could draw it up out
of the hole after each stroke, and just
as he was about to give it up a last des
perate stroke of the chisel brought wa
ter. Frank mopped his brow for a few
minutes and then got a rope and drew
water from the hole just as one would
draw it from a well. ’ ’

A fter Fanny had been placed in a
separate cage and tome tools borrowed
from the para carpenter, Ditmars be
gan the. operation.
A strong piece o f rope was tied
around Fanny’s lower jaw and with a
chisel her mouth was px-ied open. Then
j a block o f wood was inserted in her
mouth.
^
Next the curator, wishing to keep up
his reputation as a “ painless” dentist,
rubbed a quantity o f cocaine ci'ystals
around the tooth. Ditmars then took
hold o f the molar with a lai’ge pair of
pliers and pulled, and kept pulling, but
i in vain.
The dentist then had two men hold
Fanny’ s head and another hold her
around her waist. They all heaved toj gether. Ditmars and his helper fell
|backwards, the tooth flew out o f the
cage, Fanny roared and the deed was
done.
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File and Pistol «Cart:
-aFridges,
-'be proof of the pudding is the eating ; the proof of
the cartridge is its shooting. T he great popularity
attained by W inchester rifle and pistol cartridges
during a period of over 30 year; is the best proof of
their shooting qualities. They always give satisfac
tion. W inchester .22 caliber cartridges loaded with
Smokeless powder have the celebrated W inches
ter Greaseless Bullets, which make them cleaner to
handle than any cartridges of this caliber made.
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(Note—Our correspondent went fur
mT n u f a c -t o ^
Experience of Two Fishermen Who Tried thur to say that the water froze in the
Bird and Animal Cages,
pail before George could get it to the
to Cut a Kole.
,
C a g e Specialties,Fishing Reels,
top of the hole but we do not wish to
“ Git any fish, George?’ '
Artificial Baits, Spoons, Etc.
tax
the
credulity
o
f
our
readers.)
“ Fish? No. Not a burned fish. ”
C H A IN — Brass, Bronze, Steel and Iron.
When it comes to cold weather Maine
“ What was the trouble?”
W IR E P I C T U R E C O R O .
can
do
a
few
remarkable
stunts
in
that
“ Trouble! Couldn’ t find any water,
198-Page
Tackle
Catalogue on Receipt of 25 Cents.
and if I had I bet the blamed fish would
T
h
e
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e
w
b
.
H
e
n d r y x C o , new haven c o n n ., u . s . a
all be friz solid. ”
“ Couldn’t find any water? ! ! !”
“ Fact. Not a blamed drop.
To Camp Owners.
“ You see, it was like this,” said
•George, filling his pipe. “ We struck
Many owners of camps who have
DON’T FORGET TZE ’05 EDITION,
the pond Tuesday noon and after dinner
M a i n e W o o d s regular iy but who have
Sportsmen’s Guide Book
] went out to cut some holes so we
had no camp news in our columns for a
could set the lines for the afternoon
long time past, if ever, would do well
“ In The Maine W oods.”
fishing. In front of the camp the wind
to send us a little news about their peo
nad blown the snow off so that there
ple and their attractions. We would
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
was a covering o f not more than six
print it and it would pay the camps
192 pages. over 100 half-tone and color
xches and that was packed as hard as
well. We like to have mail sent to us
illustrations. Sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Le. I cut through this all right and
as
early as Monday for the curi'ent
Address Dept. L
struck the clear ice. I expected to find
week, when possible.
C. C. BROWN, G. P. & T. A..
a couple o f feet o f ice anyway and was
J. W. B r a c k e t t Co .,
Bangor, Maine.
not much surprised after I had cut
Phillips, Maine.
down nearly three feet but even then
no water showed and the ice looked just
as white and clear as if there was never
THE RANGELEY LAKES,
any water under it.
“ Well I dug away for another foot or
Via Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.
so and then I began to get pretty tired
CAMPS AT ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE. EUSTIS, MAINE.
Through
PARLOR
CAR service during the Tourist Season. We mail,
and called to Jim to come out and take
free o f charge, a book showing half-tone cuts of hotels and camps at all
his whack at the chisel. The chisel was
Rangeley Lake Points.
gettin’ dulled some by this time and
line which would astonish anybody
Since then Fanny has been the most
Jim had to work harder than I did. I
P O R T L A N D & RU M FO RD F A L L S R A IL W A Y .
who has any doubts about the severity amiable animal in the park.
went back into the camp and left Jim
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Maine.
o f an old fashioned Maine winter.
Another recent surgical success by
chopping away at the ice. In about
Mr. Ditmars was an operation on a big
half an hour Jim came in with the most
ostrich’s throat.
surprised look on his face that I ever
Andover Notes,
saw, and took a big pull at the ‘bait. ’ j
[Special Correspondence to M a in e W ood s .]
To the fisherman, there is no music like the hum of the reel, no
He didn’t make any move to go out
Pickerel Got In the Way.
A
n d o v e r , March 6. 1905.
again and I asked»him if he had the hole
sport so rare as that of playing the
Game wardens' lead a strenuous ex
I want to say a little on birds. Per istence, it is said, and I know that
made all right.
“ Hole be------!” said Jim. “ ‘There haps we do not realize how many of some o f them have to be pretty shrewd
ain’t no water in the blamed hole. I the feathered songsters we have with to carry out the work for which they
dug down more’n ten feet and then us. A friend told me that some blue- are appointed,” said M. L. Ferguson;
jays have come to his window all win
stove the chisel all up on a rock. ’ ”
“ I was told a story in a little town
“ Well it was just as Jim said. That ter. He keeps scraps o f meat for out on the other edge o f the state the
Sometimes they other day which bears out this state
ice went clear to the bottom o f the them and puts it out.
pond. Jim and I decided that if that have great tussles with it and will pull ment.
was a sample of what we were going to for dear life.
“ A game warden found a man spear
T A K E N IN T H E
There is also a small bird like a cross ing pickerel through the ice. A t the
be up against on that fishing trip we
would postpone fishing until the ice was bill. They come in large numbers and side of the little shanty in which the
opt. No more fishing in these old fash often perch on the ridgepole o f the fishing was done lay a large pickerel.
house. He has put out crumbs to them The game warden stole to the hut and
ioned winters for m e.”
An Aroostook correspondent furnishes and they come regularly.
threw open the door.
A band o f snowbirds have visited our
the following bit of information which
“ Did you spear this pickerel?’ he
shows what Maine can produce in the yard and the mati-on put out some oat asked.
meal on the drift o f snow in front of
way o f cold weather and thick ice.
‘ ‘ ‘I did that., ’
and the many Hotels and Camps furnish excellent accommodations
“ One day last week Frank Huckins the house. They came for it and twit
“ ‘ Did you know it is against the
tered
as
happily
as
only
birds
can.
went out to Pickerel pond to open up
to all. Write for illustrated booklet to
law?’
his camp there. Frank got the fire
“ ‘Well you see that fish isn’t dead.’
We still have an abundance of snow was the assured response
going all right and then went down to
F. N. B E A L , Phillips, Me.,
‘I have
G. M. VO SE, Kingfield, Me.,
the pond in front o f the camp to cut a and we wonder what the deer are feed been spearing catfish and that pickerel
Supt. S. R. R. R.
Supt F. & M. Ry.
■vater hole. He expected to find two ing on, these cold winter days.
kept getting in the way. 1 had to jab
r three feet of ice and .started in to
it lightly and lay it on the ice until I
cut the hole with an ice chisel. He cut
Some o f our young men have been to finish fishing. Then I will put it back.’
down about three feet and then went the lakes trapping. One young man
“ The game warden walked o ff.”
hack in»to the camp to rest up a bit. He had set 60 traps for muskx’at and other
•ut a couple o f feet more and then as it animals.
T w9 Papers, $1.50.
was growing dark gave it up for the
M a in e W o o d s
readers who want
Many o f the people have to go to the
night and got the water he wanted by
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch of circulars of
river for water, as many o f the aque to subscribe for M a i n e W o o d s m a n , our
melting snow.
Next morning Frank went out to tac ducts have failed. They haul barrels weekly local paper, can have it at 50 camps and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and Steamboat lines. We
cents a year in addition to their M a i n e
kle the ice again, for he was certain he every day past our house.
W o o d s subscription.
This makes both send these free of charge for the benefit of advertisers in Maine Woods
would strike water if he cut only a lit
The lumbermen are rushing their logs papers cost only $1.50 afyear.
tle way furthur and he didn’t relish the
and our readers
Maine Woods Information Bureau, Phillips, Maine.
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Me.
idea o f having to melt snow all the in and some have their contracts filled, j
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MARLIN REPEATING SHOT GUN
NEW

M ODEL N o . 17
12 GAUGE

The Cheapest Good Gun Y e t Made \
It has a solid frame (not take*
down) and a straight grip stock.
It is made of the best material in
every detail, is extremely clean,
simple and light—weighs only
7 i “2 pounds. The. workman
ship and finish are perfect.
Several improvements in the
operating parts make it the
easiest, most reliable and best
working gun in existence.
Barrels are especially bored
for smokeless powder as well as
black, and so chambered that
2 3 4 inch or 2 5-8 inch shells
may be used. The barrels are
full choked and using 1 1-4
ounces of No. 8 chilled shot are
guaranteed to target better than
3 2 5 pellets in a 30-inch circle at
40 yards.
The omission of the take-down
feature saves a number of pieces
and enables us to offer the gun
at a much lower price than any
high-grade repeating shot gun
has ever been regularly sold be
fore. This model is up to the
famous high Marlin standard
*n every respect.
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and the next new day would see the Vision,” and the host represented -by
recreation knows that the skies o f New
soldiers marching off through Maine.
England are brightening with promise.
“ Mid that one thousand started for Quebec,
Not one inured to misery could suspect
It is with us; the first vague sense of
Or in his darkest dreams e’en entertain
salutation from •the resurrection and
The horrors o f their com ink march through
the life in Nature.
Maine.”

Let us hope and desire that every
phase of this movement shall be more
and more baptized with a diviner sense
of the meanings of this supreme gift
from Him who alone can say,
"L e t thei’e be Life!
“ The stainless grace of plenilune
Falls soft tonight: ’tis balmy June!
And there is Life. ”
Upon the mystic mountain’s height
Amid what Mr. Hodges styles hisOn stunted spruce and ledges white
rural cares he has wrought for harvest
The hush of golden silence falls:
o f thought; and his fine love of Nature
That ‘still small voice’ is all which calls.
Far off below in mossy dells.
is clothed with no common power of
The spring its bubbling music tells,
literary .expression.
And dreams of flowers float idly round
David Swing mentioned that “ The
In subtle breath which leaves no sound.
classics used to call the studies of
The flowing stream sings its low song
Through moss clad stones where willows 1hron;r. scholars—history,
poetry, art, elo
The only living sound that’s heard
quence, music—the humanities, because
Is question call of some night bird
they brought no wars, n o ' bloodshed,
To his near neighbor in the dell
but set out from a human love and ad
i Who sbems to answer, “ all is well.”
So exquisite are June’s bright nights
vanced in the name of pleasure and
Amid Maine’s lakes and forest heights,
peace. ”
C f hat ti;uth would make it hard to say
God speed the day when this increas
Which is perfection, night or day.”
ing movement for human health and
Ffom a brief monody after the death
pleasure can be accounted among the
of the Indian maid, these lines are
humanities and Recreation shall be, as
taken:
Religion jias been, cleansed o f bloody
“ Where her home was, on the island.
rites.
Where the Kennebec is flowing
This magazine graphically pictures
Many times in beauty glowing
Have the maples massed their throng:
“ the ineffable beatitude o f some ama
And the ripples of the river
teur college marines” out for vacation
Where the bending birches quiver
in a broad beamed cabin catboat with
Where the restless poplars shiver
one time-stained sail, clustered in the
Miss her paddles sweep—and song.
cockpit with banjos and glee songs,
“ Her old home upon the island
‘in marked contrast to a nearby fleet
Where the old-time trees are growing
o f multi-millionaires. ”
I Where the Kennebec is flowing—
Flowing stately to the sea—
Surely cruel sport is not vital to true
Nevermore will hear her calling
recreation of wealth; and luxury can be
While the shades of night are falling—
eliminated and apparently,. rest be in
Softly to her pet doe calling—
tensified. Welcome the poet, an unFrom the elm engirdled lea.”
And then the famine, frost fever and
elemental fury and fight for Quebec’ s
f o r t r e s s , ’ ’ — (condensed translation)
From Canto 3d, the following is select
ed:

1905.
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1»-foot Faroe, $25.00, 19-foot Canoe $26.00, F. O. B. Old Town. Model and finish designed'*1;pressly for use on hunting and fishing trips. Maple paddles $3 per pair. Order your‘"canoe ‘a d
paddles today.
CARLETON CANOE COMPANY,
Box 139.
Old Town. Main*.

A. S. ARNBURG, Rangeley, Main;.
I struck was dead sick o f his job, and
Builder of Rangtdey Boats. Write for Prices
the tin made him break the rules.
H. M. BARRETT, Weld, Maine.
“ To* make a long story short, I was
Builder of Fine Cedar Boats.
shown all over that farm, and I tell you
i f f ’ Write forjprfce list and descriptive Catalog.
I never spent a more uncomfortable
hour in my life. But the experience
was well worth the scare, and I guess
I ’ m thasonly man in New York who
ever took dinner with 150 bears.
“ ‘ Much money in the business?’ 1
asked the fellow, as he handed me a
young arsenal, and fortified himself.
“ ‘ M oney!’ he exclaimed.
‘Well,
the boss was a poor guide ten years
ago, and now he always hikes off to
California after the Christmas trade is
over. H e’s a stingy cuss though and
A BARGAIN
for two cents I ’ d light out from here.
For sale "or exchange. Steam Launch 49x12.
Ain’t got a job for me down in the city,
Copper fastened hull, Rolierts tubular boiler. Ale
have you?’
house'engine, built 1901, in A1 condition, capacity
35
passengers, under government license, cost
“ I told him I might get him a posi $8,500,
suitable for lake or transportation. W:
take any reasonable offer o f land or cash.
tion tending bears in Central park.
A sk yo u r dealer to show you
CHARLES TIGHE,
“ ‘Tending bears!’ he exclaimed in
55 Vesey St.,
New York City.
— or send 3 stamps fo r cata
disgust. ‘Great Scott, man, I never
logue and M a rlin E x 
want to see a measly bear again! I ’ m out in the wild state, but herein cap
perience Book—-fu ll o f
sick o f the whole passel. ’
tivity they seldom run over three.
good-luck gun stories.
“ He opened the gate and then I was This bunch o f five is a record breaker.
right in the midst o f a whole herd of Guess you’ ve noticed lots o f barrels, old
The MARLIN FIRE ARMS
black hears. . Bears to the right of me, hats and tin cans lying around. Have
COMPANY
bears to the left of me, growling and ’ em for the bears to play with, for
3 W illo w S t r « t t
grunting—why, the Light Brigade we’ve got to keep ’em in good humor.
New Haven, Conn.
wasn’t in it. I lost my nerve and
“ ‘ Ere’s the cubs. Roll that can a :
backed up against the gate.
the bunch, ’ the guide said. And as I
“ ‘Can’t do that,’ said the guide. did so five fat little bears went rolling
“ FABIOLA.”
“ Mustn’t show ’ em you’re afraid. Be head over heels after it.
‘They’ re
sides they w on’ t hurt you unless they great for teasin’ the old folks; papa
A Legend'of the Maine Woods by Mr. D.
get mad. S’ long as they’re well fed gets mad now and then, but mamrr a
F. Hodges.
and don’ t g e t sick they’re as meek as bear will stand ten times more d ev It is some two years and more since
lambs. Only two men were ever killed ment than any woman will from her
my attention was first called to this
here—one was chewed up by a hungry own kids.
poem written by Mr. D. F. Hodges of
bear that saw he was skeered and the
“ ‘ Fight much?’ I asked. ‘ Oh, n o .’
Phillips, Me. It had received some val
other was hugged to death by a sick he answered.
‘Now and then the
uable appreciative mention to warrant
bear that was cross. Simply carry chew each other up. But general
the thought that Mr. Hodges had won
these guns in case somethin’ goes they see the funny side o f things^ar i
place as a poet of “ Picturesque Maine. ”
wrong, ’ ’he added.
keep out of scraps. You see, black
That title might ill please him, as that
“ ‘ Hard to run a bear farm ?’ he said. bears is" lots different from grizzlies.
of Poet of the Sierras is said to have
‘ Well, you ’ ve got to know how to han else we couldn’ t herd ’ em all together
been disagreeable to the distinguished
dle and humor them. You see, w e’ve like this. Now, come this way and 111
Joaquin Miller.
got to fatten them up for the Christmas show you'a sight you never saw before.
The poem came freshly to mind re
trade'principally, so the feed proposi
“ ‘So-ko! So-ko!’ he shouted, and u
cently while examining the February
tion is the worst thing to manage. from all parts o f the big pens bears
issue of Recreation Magazine, —styled
Lord, how them bears eat! Give ’em came running like so many sheep.
-its “ boat number. ” By its own claim
berries now and then, but there’s darn
“ ‘ Rather surprised them today, ’ h
the magazine “ stands for the great out
little meat they get here. Makes ’ em explained. ‘ Called ’ em half an hot
o f doors, ” and the object o f that special
too savage. We feed ’ em on garbage, before regular' time, else they’ d all
number was declared to be an enlight
principally. Boss is up in Ogdensburg been here waitin’ . ’
enment of the people at large as to the
todayj making a year’ s contract. A
“ If one o f these moving picture me::
“ magnitude of the present out-door
bear can’ get outside of more stuff than could get his camera "on 150 bears Tu 
INTERIOR OF ONE OF THE CAMPS AT ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE.
movement.” A writer o f same date,
a pig.
ning to dinner, he’d have som ethirc
in Harper’ s Weekly says that “ The
“ ‘ See'those holes in the cliff? That’s worth showing. Big bears, little bear-,
whole tendency of modern education is
where they hibernate in winter, but we mammas, papas, and whole families
toward training the outward vision, and
In postlude, at close o f the legend, frocked priest in temples not made with keep them walled up till after Christ
came tumbling, leading and pushing,
the increase of interest” * * * a addressing his Muse as a harp which hands.—Lewiston Sun.
mas, for they would,go to sleep about and all grunting worse than twice as
continuous enlisting o f the sympathies j the wind o f the spirit, or the wing of
the middle o f November and would be many pigs.
CONDUCTING A BEAR FARM.
f o r the outer world,” and pronounces time, o f both, are wafting from him,
as skinny as rails if we didn’ t keep ’ em
“ ‘ How do you get them to m arket?’
this the best means o f strengthening we find these lines,, musical, tender and
out. See that big fellow up in that I asked. ‘ Well, that’s a secret.’ he
true; for there is something o f self-dis- Latest Idea Is to Corral Members of the tree? Well, he’s worth—let’ s see, 300
the powers of enjoyment.”
replied, ‘but as long as I ’m going to
We can easily discern that this great closure in the cadences o f that airy
Bruin Tribe.
pounds at 40 cents per pound is $120, leave, I ’ ll tell you. You see, we don't
out doors movement turning to sky and voice. It seems a glimpse o f the living
Never heard of the bear farm ?” skin, $100, claws, teeth, grease, etc., sell direct to merchants, because we
soil, forest and flora, sea and shore soul behind the writing, as inside some q U e rj ecj £be Washington street commis say $30; that’ s $250, ain’t it? Not a bad
don’ t want our methods known gener
mountain and river, has stimulated its window pane, a passer-by sees the face gion merchant> as he stroked the sides business'when you sell 100 a year, is it?
ally. We shoot the bears here ar.I
own peculiar activities, whether in edu- 0f the house occupant, looking forth of a big bjack bear displayed to attract Then besides we sell some alive and of
turn them over to trappers, who either
cator, scientist, athlete, poet or boat wistfully, for a moment, at the fading the eyes o f epicures.
course'get fancy prices that run up as sell the bears outright or sell the meat
sunset sky, ere lowering the curtain:
builder.
“ Well, I suppose you haven’ t, for I high as"$500. You see, by having ’ em with a contract for getting back the
“ Fabiola,” in a sense, is a singer’s “ Wild rustic harp amid Maine’ s mazy maples.
never knew o f it until last month. It’ s born here and raised from cubs they are hide, claws, teeth, etc. The boss has a
accompaniment t o t h e movement, Beneath the shadows of her mountains grand,
going to be a great institution when very tame'and good for show purposes. factory where he cures the hides. The
staged as it is, out of doors. It was I thank thee for thy artless untaught measure
the wild bear becomes extinct,” he
“ ‘That big fellow over there has beeu
Which brought to every rural care a pleasure,
easy to recall that its dramatic material Though all thy strin gs were struck with uncouth continued, with the evident satisfaction grouchy for a'week and ’ tain’ t no use claws and teeth he makes up into orna
ments or trinkets. ’
was largely supplied to the writer’s
hand.
o f one who is about to impart exclusive to rile him. Wish I had some nice,
“ As I said, ’ tis a great institution
poesy from a portion o f the states’ mil Thy music came in form of old-time legend
news. “ Yes, it’s affecting the bear juicy roastin’ ears o f corn. A bear will and will some day control the bear
itary history, in which Benedict Arnold Told Vound the hearthstone when the day was market already, and before many years eat them, no matter how sick he is.
m arket,” concluded the commissii
and Aaron Burr were leading actors.
o’er. .
will control it, and old Moneybags up
“ ‘Now. here’s the lake,’ he contin merchant.—Newark, N. J ., News.
That march of soldiery which they The sun swuiik low, the shortened day was dying on Fifth avenue, who has a standing
ued, after I had fearfully followed him
Behind the trees the purple clouds were flying;
led up through Maine in stormy historic The wind sung weirdly round the cottage dfJor.
order for Bruin steaks for his Christ past scores o f bears o f all ages and
F I S H I N G »RO D S
time, has left various traditions. Evei%
mas dinner, will think he’s had pea sizes. ‘You can’ t raise bears unless
Thy music came in days of cloud ar.d sunshine
now some lately found relic thereof may A balm for penury and toil and pain;
New
store on Rangeley Lake Hous-cocks’ tongues when he gets the bill.
you’ve lots of water. The boss couldn’ t
be reported, as for instance about those Now while the night falls on the snow clad inou
rounds.
Call and see my line o f
“ But that farm is certainly a unique have found a place like this in seven
langeley Wood and Split Bamboo Rodu
unique Falls at Solon.
tains.
institution, as I was saying,” he re counties.
Bears will wallow around
W o v e n with this sterner stuff, was And frost has bound its music of the fountains,
E. T. H O A R ,
“ Ran across it last month just like pigs. W on’ t get fat without
c gu|And flowers are sleeping, wake, O -harp, one sumed.
Rangeley,
the story of the patrician Indian girl
sllain!
Maine.
while up in St. Lawrence county on a water and besides their hides are lots
w h o followed Burr, as poor Constance
hunting trip. Didn’ t see a bear until finer if they get wet often. Now and
followed
1cai‘^
hy ncftny
* echoes
far only
off.ri^
iu iiu w u u Scott’ s Marmion;* and to death J"
Rude harp
of Mainer
fall,R|E*
one day I came to the edge of a sort of then we have to dump sick ones into T H E
RAN G ELEY
STU D K
well nigh as dark. The noble Kennebec In distant strains, still farther, fainter, growing, precipice and looked down into a little the lake and I guess there’s some sport
Developing, printing, souvenir views, et
rolls across the scene, evidently haloed Like Winds gone b; , o’er pine groves softly blow- valley where the woods were alive with
Amateurs can have their work promptly attend*
then. Cow-punchin’ ain't in it with to
by the most approved method ?. Orders by ms
.vith light above its own beauty, even j
mg.
them, scores up jn trees and dozens ly bear-duckin’ . Come over this way and solicited. I want to call the attention of hot
and camp proprietors to the fact that I am alwa.
The bias glory of irrecoverable years” ! 0rfloZ(-*nmUriicofthewaterfal,‘
ing on the banks of a small lake. I ’ll show you the jolliest lot o f cubs you ready to do viewing and outside work of all kind
— the author’ s memories o f his young ! ’Tis frosty time in life a s ’ tis in Nature;
Looked as if Bruin was having a con ever saw. Mother had five o f ’ em. Telephone connections.
life along its waters and its bonnie ; ^ife’s
s‘’°w ^ ‘^ n -tim e is nigh;
F. H. HAMM, Prop. Rangeley Studio,
iitr aiu iig
1
a
|Lost stars o f earth in heaven ofegin to twinkle
vention.
I soon discovered that a Usually come in twos, threes or fours Rangeley,
Main
banks, consecrate it to him as tne Arno I p ureas the frozen gems which earth besprinkle; pressing invitation kept them there,
Wild rustic harp— mid winter’s shades—good-by.”
to a Florentine.
for on three sides rose precipitous cliffs,
Being myself a child of Maine 1 have
Another reader might make other sel- while on the fourth a high stonewall CLOVER
LEAF GANGS AND CASTING HOOKS
known the magic of its romantic waters; ections; something to lend itself perhaps ' cjosej the narrow end of the valley.
Are just what you have been look
Its “ moonlight in June, ’ ’ and the beau- more readily to that law which some This completed a natural bear pit of ing for. They will make all kinds of
;ful majesty of its mountain forms.
times detaches an air or ballad from an about 15 acres. That was my first im bait float upright and appear natural
I have heard that melody out of for extended musical composition, to give pression o f the bear farm, though at whether the bait is alive or dead.
e s t twilight, “ the night , thrush call to it common currency. Native genius for
Wonderfully effective in the capture
the time I didn’ t know it as such.
•~-s
prayer;* * * * and the loon's weird life in the great out of doors of “ Fie“ By a short detour I was able to de of salmon, lake trout, bass, pike, pick
laughter far away,” and the solemn turesque Maine,” the writer possessed, scend to the entrance o f this strange erel, etc. Try these rigs for salmon
sentinel word of the night owl, from h;s j whether symbolized as a harp, or men- e n c jo s u r e
There I found several log when the ice goes out and convince
Cl-OVEB LEAF GANG.
picket in deep woodland.
tinned as a light, that light of the ideal, ca b jns w bere my reception was any yourself o f their superiority over all other tackle,
Will catch fish under all
As the outline of the poem shaped it- which is not o f sun nor moon and set thing
t
but cordial. The boss was away,
conditions.
self in memory, I turned to the actual for soiace in many dark places; or cast- r was tokl; but a liberaj tip soon
Write for booklet and prices and
text for some of the descriptive pas ing a hue ol beauty about paths oi i e- brought ready answers to my questions
order through your dealer.
sages, only to read the poem again en- verse and burden. There among the about the boss. Seems th e ‘ place' was
tirely.
shadows oi his mountains grand, beside bejng run on the quiet as much as posW. E. K O C H ,
There was the story o f the gre; t the path o f travel to the winsome lakes gibl,
But the ownfcr didn’ t want his
feast by the river preceding the Sab- , o f Rangeley, the singer o f the legend bear farming methods to leak out and
Whitehall,
New York.
: ath, —with its ssc.ed n .c s obterv d; stiM labors and dreams in the “ V a lleyof soojl his monopoly. But the employee
CLOVER LEAF CASTING HOOK.
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New E. C. Improved”
(Made in America by Americans) combines

Which

has attained

Popularity

Because of Superiority.

all the Qualities of

E. C. No. 1” and “New
E. C,”
with some splendid qualities of its own.
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Don't Forget That
i i

1905.

We know

Laflin & Rand Powder Company.

com pany,

Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.

coil in one end o f the circuit, the resist
ance box into the other and he had a
; good live wire. He knew it was right
i for while he was testing it the dog
happened to rub his back against it as
he ran under. He gave a yelp, dashed
across the garden and under the wire
on the other side where he got another
woods into the field, looked about to see
Deer and Garden Fiction.
slight shock, He rushed for the house
The recent remarks in the M a i n e if the road was clear, gave a little blat at full speed with the hair on his back
W o o d s on the proposed amendment to and the does sprang out, then all three
standing up straight. No amount of
allow farm ers to kill deer which they trotted out toward the garden. The
coaxing could induce him to go near
rmd destroying their crops recalls to my does stopped at the sight of the second the wire again.
mind a story which I heard while in the fence but the buck trotted boldly up to
Bert and his father were up at day
have a look at things. He walked slow
woods last fall.
light the next morning to see the fun.
Last summer a man by the name of ly around the garden two or three times
They did not have long to wait before
stopped
and
meditatively
Henson who lives in the southern part t h e n
the deer appeared.
He
of Aroostook county, had a great deal “ scratched his left hind fo o t.”
The buck trotted confidently up to
: i trouble to keep the deer out o f his knew too much to attempt jumping over ]
the place where he had broken the fence
between the two fences for the barbs
garden.
before. He seemed angry when he
He was especially choice of this gar on the wire would surely rake his side.
found that the holes he had made had
den because in it he had several dozen Suddenly he had an idea.
been nailed up, fo r he gave the board a
tme berry bushes, the only ones in the
He trotted quickly around the fence,
vicious hook with his antlers that sent
neighborhood. They had been presented picked out the narrowest bottom board,
splintered board flying in all directions.
to him by a traveling salesman for a firm hooked his horns under it. braced his
Then the fun commenced.
n Massachusetts.
It came about in feet and cra-a-ack the board snapped
The two does stepped up and waited
his way. The salesman had been in to and the ends dropped down leav
! for him to lift the wire for them. He
making a tour o f the state in his auto ing a space two feet or more between |
stood and listened a moment at the
nobile taking orders. Just before he the second board and the ground. The
strange “ chuck, chuck” that had com
reached Benson’s house, the only one buck crawled under followed by the two
menced as soon as they had come in
i or two miles, a large stone in the does which had come up meanwhile.
sight, then lowered his horns under the
middle o f the road tore otf the dust pan He then gallantly held up the wire for
wire. He leaped back with a startled
of his W inton and bent one o f the trans the does to crawl under. Benson won
snort, looked around at the two does
mission rods nearly double.
He re dered how the buck was going to get in which were stamping impatiently and
moved the rod and when he tried to himself. He soon found out.
then tried it again only to have the
First the buck tried holding the wire
straighten it it broke squarely in two
same prickly sensation run down his
leaving the automobile useless.
He up for himself but the wire slipped and body to the ground. Then he got mad.
went to Benson who hauled the machine raked down the side o f his neck. Then
He went for that wire like a thousand
to the nearest railroad station for him. he jumped up and walked around be o f brick. He hooked it, kicked it then
When the agent offered to pay Benson tween the two fences looking for a |hooked it agaifi. In one o f his savage
i or his time and trouble he refused to space between the wires large enough ! jabs his horns got caught between the
take a cent. The man thanked him and to slip through, but the fence had been |sti*ands of wire and held him fast. He
Benson thought no more of it until last well constructed and the wires were braced his feet and tried to pull away
spring he received a large bundle of j too close together. When he had made
but his throbbing legs failed him and
berry bushes of different kinds from the : the entire circuit he stoppedand seemed
he fell to his side and lay there kicking.
salesman. Benson set them out with I to be studying the situation. Again his
The two does stood amazed by the act
great care and along with them a lot of active brain gatfe him an idea,
ions of their lord and master. Finally
early garden truck.
He turned and knocked the broken
one o f them stepped up and touched his
As soon as the things in the garden board■ off the stake with a vigorous j side inquiringly with her nose. She rewere well started, the dear began to kick. A fter reaching under the fence j ceived a good shock for her inquisitive
ome in and eat the tender tops. They and balancing the board nicely on his |ness. With a terrned snort she turned
seemed to know that the law prevent antlers he placed it between the two and rushed away, followed by the other
ed anyone from injuring them for al ; fences one end on the barbed wire. the |one.
though Benson arjd his son Bert fired l other on the board fence. Then placing
Believing that he was sufficiently
nnumera^le blank cartridges at them, ! his fore feet on the cro«sboard he gave punished and not wishing to injure him,
every morning they would find three, a a spring up onto it probably with the Bert shut off the current. In a minute
buck and two does, in the midst of their intention of leaping from this vantage or two the buck struggled to his feet,
: mice plants browsing on the young point over the wire fence onto the for- managed to free himself from the wire
Ibidden ground. But the fastenings of |
shoots on the berry bushes.
and walked off. He was very much
A t last Benson put a barbed wire 1the wire were not strong enough to sup dazed and his legs were unsteady but he
port
his
weight.
They
groaned
and
fence five feet high around the garden
got into the woods all right.
and went to bed feeling that he would gave away. The weight on the board ; The deer never came r^ear the garden
pressed
the
wires
down
nearly
to
the
find it unoccupied in the morning but
again although Benson afterwards re
*’hert he arose aud looked out the next ground and the buck loosing his footing, moved the board fence and half of the
slid
down
the
board
through
the
gap
morning there were the three deer en
wire one. Probably he thought it was
joying their meal o f young pea vines into the pea vines, where he sprang onto “ heap much bad medicine” and a good
his
feet
and
began
to
nibble
the
tender
immensely.
That day Benson added
thing to keep away from.
five feet more to the top o f the barbed tops as if this had been his exact plan.
Oscawewa .
Benson thought it was now about j
wire fence.
When he looked out the window next time to interfere. When he fired both !
A PRETTY FISH STORY.
morning the buck was holding up the barrels of his shotgun in succession,
the deer skipped out o f the holes in the
lower strand o f wire with his antlers
and the two does were crawling under. fences, and loped off into the woods How a Bangor Man Caught Pickerel
with disgusted looks in their eyes, and
Benson pulled up the window and j
Through the Ice in Nollesmic Lake.
the evident determination to come ear
shouted at them. The two dbes im
The sport that seems to draw the
lier next' time so as to finish their meal
mediately crawled back under the fence
before that troublesome man showed most attention and which proves the
and all three went off into the woods.
!
most pleasurable and most successful
up.
_________
at this time o f year is pickerel fishing
Determined not to be outdone by a
While Benson and Bert were fixing through the ice. Parties from down
deer, Benson went to work and built a
board fence around outside of the wire up the broken fences Bert told his river come up every week and go either
one at a distance of three or four feet. father that he had an idea how they to Millinocket or Nollesemic lake. On
The next morning Benson turned out could get the drop on the buck yet. their down trip they have some pretty
arly to see what the old buck would do
scheme was a very ingenious one. interesting stories to tell about their
Benson is a fairly prosperous farmer. stay in the woods and the ways and
when he found another fentee between
himself and his breakfast. Mr. Benson He is not one o f the kind that thinks means o f fishing as well as the large
the old way is the only way and can numbers taken. One of the best that
saw an interesting performance.
First the buck trotted out of the not bear any o f the modern conven has been passing from mouth to mouth
iences. His farm ing tools are all of this week is the one told by the Bangor
! the latest improved type and in the man who came down in the cold last
T A X ID E R M IS T S
spring he had bought a small gasoline Monday morning, after a few days’
i engine to saw his supply of winter fire stay in the woods where he could, with
NASH
O F M A I N E , wood. Bert had become greatly inter- in a short time, get to where the pick
! ested in electricity. He had read sev- erel were o f good size but a little wary,
|eral books on the subject and even so it was said.
Licensed Taxidermist,
made a dynamo, induction coil resis
He said he was in camp with two
tance box and a few other things. other business men who had had excel
MAI NE
NORWAY,
Bert’s idea was to give the troublesome lent success with the hook but for some
buck an electrical shock, and he did it. reason he had been unable to get any
Branch at Haines Landing May to
%
He had set up the dynamo so that he fish. One night he thought that he
October 20. Gold Medal on both Fish could run a belt onto it from the gaso
would play a little game on the others
and Game at W orld’ s Fair, St. Louis. line engine. So he set to work and con and at the same time redeem himself.
See Grand Trunk Exhibit at New York nected the lower strand o f barbed wire He thought he would arise early in the
to the dynamo, introduced his induction I morning and go to a favorite fishing
Sportsmen’ s Show.

a trial will convince you.

BY HICKS.

One autumn in the long ago
j Two hunters went)a-liapping;
One was an Indian nkmeci Pete,
The other an old sea captain.
One night while sleeping in a cave
They were wakened from sound slumber
By hearing an Indian devil scream,
There might have been a number.
Their hair stood straight, they trembling stooc.
The Captain poked the lire,
Hoping to get a shot at them
Or keep them from coming nearer.
Next morning at the break of day
They left Mt. Katahdin, saying
That with such neighbors around at night
There would no pleasure be in staying.

Manufactured by
;t a t e s c a r t r i d g e

The Perils of Hunting In Ye Olden Time.

The Captain says, “ Spread every sail
Till we have reached some spot
Where we can build a hunting camp
And the Indian devils troubleth not.”
They found a spot and built a camp
Saying, "Now we need not fear;
Here we can trap ail animals
From a muskrat to a bear.”

place two miles away and try his luck
But little did thy.se hunters dream
alone. So he hid all the bait he couid
find except what was in his own box ^ What danger novered near
This sacred spot, where they had thought
and started at break o f day for the
There nothing was to fear.
pickerel grounds.
One day each started out alone
He arrived at the place, made sure
In a different direction,
his hook was in order and took out his
Each took his trusty gun along
Just for his own protection.
bait box, but to his great surprise and
consternation there was only one piece
And when the Cap. had reached the end
Of his long line of traps
o f bait in the box. He wouldn’t go
It was so late he must make haste
back empty handed for the others to
In retracing his steps.
laugh at, but how could he catch a
Soon he was seized with a trembling fear
string of fish with that amount o f bait?
As he had never felt before.
Slowly and thoughtfully he began cut
Though twice he had been shipwrecked
ting a hoie in the ice, wondering all the
And once in the pirates’ power.
time what he was going to do. The ice
What wonder that a silent fear
was exceedingly clear and he could see
Was curdling his blood.
For glancing back following his track
the hungry fish come swimming up by
A monstrous panther stood.
the dozen eager to catch the first mor
His nerves grew quiet and he raised
sel of food that should drop in sight.
His rifle for a shot.
Then an idea came to the fisherman.
The bullet sped through the panther’s head
He leaped to his feet, baited his hook
And killed him on the spot.
and dropped it down to the surface of
Now the Captain thought that he had won
the water. The bait had barely wet its
And there was nothing more to fear.
under surface when two large pickerel
When a piercing cry from a tree near by
Showed an Indian devil there.
made a dive for it and shot up out of
the water landing on the ice several
Says the Cap., “ I’ll quickly load my gun
And make him one proposition;”
feet away. It was but the work o f a
But in hunting around he quickly found
few minutes to capture them and make
He had lost his ammunition.
another bluff. Always careful that the
Then he threw his gun upon the ground
fish did not get hold o f that solitary
And climbed up in a tree;
piece of bait our friend jumped them
Says he, I think with my hunting knife
out of the water in almost a steady
1 can keep the cat at bay.
stream until he had as many as he
But the beast made a spring and set his teeth
wanted to carry two miles before
Firm in the Captain’s foot;
breakfast.
He soon fell back but in his mouth
He held the hunter’s boot.
He didn’t tell us what happened after
he arrived at camp, but he said he
The Captain now thought his time had come
And said, “ Sweet life we must part;”
never saw such fishing before and never
But Pete appeared upon the scene
expects to again. —Bangor News.

And sent a bullet through the creature's heart

' TRADE NOTES.

Now, this story is true, 1 know it’s true.
Each event in proper order;
And you will also know it’s true
I f you read along the Bolder.

Averages Reported.
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 17, John
Pemberton of Ashvale, Ark., won the
Peters Cartridge Co. ’s medal represent
ing the pigeon championship o f Arkan
sas with 23 out of 25, and at Pine Bluff,
Ark., on Feb. 22 he won the Lloyd
Challenge medal with 22 out of 25,
shooting Infallible.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 22, at the Garfield
Gun Club’s tournament Fred Gilbert
won 1st general average, 96 out o f 100.
W. Einfedt o f Oak Park, 111., won 1st
amateur average with 89 out o f 100,
hooting DuPont.
Louisville, Ky., on Feb. 22, at the
Jefferson County Gun club, C. O. LeCompte won the Washington handicap
with 23 out of 25 pigeons, from the 31yard mark, ’'•shooting Infallible. J. L.
Burkhardt o f Louisville won the silver
trophy offered to amateurs, with 22 out
o f 25, shooting DuPont.
Mr. Leach states that the wonderful
run of 500 straight targets in two hours
and thirty minutes at the Bonesteel
Gun club, Bonesteel, S. D., was made
with DuPont Smokeless powder.
Toronto, Can., at the D. Pike C o.’ s
tournament, Feb. 22 and 23, Ed G.
White, 1st general average, 269 out of
285, shooting DuPont.
Thomas A.
Duff o f Toronto, Can., 1st amateur av
erage, 245 out o f 285, shooting DuPont.
Geo. McGill of Toronto using 26 grains
o f Infallible, scored 98 out of 100, the
record for Toronto. He also broke 113
out of 115 shot at.
Freehold, N. J., Feb. 25, J. S. Fan
ning, 1st general average, 163 out of
190, shooting Infallible. Neaf Apgar,
3d general average, 154 out of 170,
shooting DuPont. J. W. Hoffman of
Basking Ridge, 1st amateur average,
144 out o f 170, shooting E. C.
“ The McMillan Fur & Wool Co.,
have placed their circular of Feb. 20,
1905 on file at our office for reference.
This house was established a quarter of
a century ago, and on account of. their
extensive business, they are in a posi
tion to pay high prices. Shippers find
their dealings with them very satisfac
tory .”

To Cure a Cold In One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All drug
gists refund the money if it fails to cure. W. W.
Grove’ s, signature is on each box. 25c.

W A N T S , FO R S A L E , ET C .
Price j cent a word each insertion.
Cash with order.
W A N T S.
UUanted position as chef for genera! sporting
" camps by man of experience. References fur
nished. W e n d e l l P. W il l ia m s , C u psu ptic , Me .
LOANTED. —I would like to buy or rent a cheap
TT place, or build on some place where I could
spend a part of the fall hunting small game.
James W. North, 133 State St., Augusta, Me.
UHANTED.—Several bear cubs in good healthy
”
condition. State weight, age and lowest
cash price when answering. Address, George B.
MacLean, 100 Milam St., Houston, Texas.
TXTANTED. —One good foxhound, 1 1-2 years old.
''
Frice $10.00. W. E. Denny, Franklin, N, Y.
f AMP TO LET.—Furnished hunting camp for
~ rent. No better country for big deer in Maine.
Camps will accommodate large party. Frank
Chick, Fi-anklin Co., Madrid, Me.

FO R S A L E .
p O X AND RABBIT HOUNDS, also puppies
A from best hunting stock. F. L. Jones, Gar
land. Maine.
T IVE BROOK TROUT of all sizes for stocking
_ streams. Guaranteed delivered in good condi
tion. Chas. R. Doten, Chiltonville, Mass.
p O R SALE. —Five male, two female, full blooded
bull terrier pups. For prices address, O. W.
Williamson, New Portland, Me.
p O R SALE. —Live mallards, for decoy purposes.
_ No hunter should be without them. Small
size. Write for prices and particulars to Frank
J. Cloidt, Sollitt, 111.
p O R SALE. —In the Rangeley Lake region of
Maine—A fine camp, fully furnished, ice house
(filled), store house and boat house; power launeh
boats, canoes, etc., etc. Best location in the sec
tion. Will be sold at a bargain. For particulars,
etc., address Chas. T. Beebe, New London, Conn
rtASOLENE LAUNCH FOR S A L E .-A new,
'J first-class gasolene Launch built May last, by
Thomas Stone of Swampscott, Mass., was on exhi
bition at Horticultural Hall at Automobile Show,
used only two weeks, 20 ft. long, 4 ft. 6 in. wide.
Sagamore Engine 2 1-2 horse power, 3 blade pro
peller, decks finished in mahogany, brass rails, oak
finish, canvas cover batteries, cradle" oars and
tobls, price $350. Net cash, F. O. B., Greenville,
Me. Can be seen at Camp Waumbeck, Sugar Is
land, Moosehead Lake. Maine, after Aug. 22 or
communicate with owner. Geo. H. Rimbach, Prop.
Crawford House, Boston, Mass., only reason for
selling is, that a larger boat is desired.

TJOTEL FOR SALE.—During the past winter
and spring we had letters from several hotel
men who wanted information in regal'd to paying
hotel property that could be purchased. We
couldn’t name the right place then; now we can.
W e know of a hotel that can be bought at alow
price, considering its capacity for earning money,
and the cost of the hotel and stables. It is locat
ed better for makiiw good money all the year
’ round than any other hotel in the same county.
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
We are thoroughly conversant with the conditions
surrounding
this very desirable hotel property
Itching, Blind, B!eeding7*or Protruding Piles.
Your druggist will refund money if Pazo Oint and we solicit correspondence in regard to it. Ad
dress
the
J.
W.'Brackett
Company, Phillips. Me.
ment fails to cure you in six to 14 days. 50 ctj .
August y, ii)U4.
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Legislative News.

10,

PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.

J. W. Brackett Company , Publishers.

An Act to renew and extend the charpJ. W. BRACKETT, Editor and Manager.
ter of the Boothbay Harbor Banking
I CLARENCE E. CALDEN, Associate M’g ’r.
Co.
An Act to extend the charter o f the
$1.00 a Year. City Trust Co. of Bangor, Maine.
Issued Weekly.
An Act to amend and extend the charM a in e W oods solicits com m unications and fish
j ter o f Sanford Trust Co.
and gam e photographs from its readers.
W hen ordering the address o f you r, paper
An Act to amend Section 76, Chapter
changed, please give the old as well as new ad 18, Revised Statutes, relating to loan
dress.
and building associations.
I f you want it stopped, pay to date and say so.
An Act to prohibit fishing in the trib
M a in e W oods Information Bureau gives infor ’
mation on Summer Resorts and Fishing and utaries to Little .Sebago lake in Gray,
Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St., with : Raymond and Windham, Cumberland
Boston Home Journal.
; county.
An Act for the protection of gray
This Edition of Maine Woods 5,550.
Isquirrels upon a certain territory in
Fryeburg, Oxford county.
FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1905.
An Act to regulate fishing in Marble
T his is the time o f year when the brook, Marble pond, Chase brook, or
game wardens have something to do. Blackstone brook in Piscataquis cftunty,
The snow is very deep in the woods and and Bolt brook in Somerset county.
An A ct to prohibit ice fishing in Han
crust hunters are in their glory.
cock pond in the town o f Embden and
T here is a strong sentiment in the plantation o f Lexington, Somerset
Maine legislature, backed up by the jcounty.
An Act to regulate fishing in Lake
citizens of the state, that it would be
unwise to make many important Webb, Franklin county.
An A ct to permit fishing in Half
changes in the game laws at the pres
. Moon pond in the county of Oxford,
ent session.
and to permit fishing for pickerel
j
T he sentiment in Maine—the fishing through the ice in Jenne pond, so-called
ground of a good percentage o f the 1in Mexico and Carthage, partly in OxIford and partly in Franklin county.
anglers of the nation—is in favor o f
An A ct to extend the charter o f the
giving every advantage to citizens of
Somerset
Trust Co.
the state.
Nevertheless our citizens
An A ct to permit fishing in Branch
are coming to a stronger realization
each day that the money brought to and Meadow brooks, so-called, in ThomMaine by people who want to fish is aston and Rockland, in accordance with
very large and they are consequently the general law o f the state.

H O T E L S A N D C A M PS

D IR E C T O R Y .

CAMP SUPPLIES for sportsmen, carefully
packed for transportation. Send for prices.
S. S. Pierce Co., Tremont and Beacon Sts., Boston.

House.

1905.

ASK FOR free catalogue of Witch-Elk Hunting
Boots. They always please. Witchell Sons &
Go., Ltd., Detroit, Mich.

A u gu sta

H O T E L S A N D C A M PS.

Do You Ever
GO F I S H I N G

House.

AT-

B I L L Y S O U L E ’S ?
Haines
Landing,
- - - Maine.
Headquarters for Senators, R ep 

RANGELEY LAKE COTTAGE LOTS. Very
Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of H.
M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley, or
J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.

desirable.

resentatives and Committees.

1902.

1904.

1903.

DUPONT SMOKELESS

outside the State House.

PUPONT SMOKELESS

Rooms

a;e occupied by leading legislators.
Steam

won the Professional Champion
ship Mr. Fred Gilbert,
1903, 1 pop

P ic k fo r d ’ s C am ps.

The center of legislative activity

Only Public Log Camps on the famous Rangeley Lake. Ten individual log camps. All guests
eat in main camp. Special inducements given to
families for the season. An ideal place for chil
dren. No hay fever. Fishing unsurpassed in
spring and fall. For circulars and reference
address
HENRY E. PICKFORD. Rangeley Lakes. Maine.

heat and electric lights ----------------------------

throughout.

Call or write for terms.

Fly Fishing
Every Day in the Season at

H. E . C A P E N . Proprietor,
Augusta,

Maine.

King and Bartlett Lake
— AND —

won the Amateur Champion
ship, Mr. L .B . Fleming,
Mr. John W. Garrett.

Spencer Stream Camps.

Spring Lake,
In the Dead River Region

Is it uniform?

o f B. P. Patten and 3 others of New
port for an act establishing a bounty on
crows for the better protection o f farm
products; o f W. II. Stone and 82 others
of Charleston for same; o f E. M.
Thurston and 37 others of Kenduskeag
for same; of G. W. Snow and 66 others
o f Newburgh for same.

50,000 acres o f fishing and hunting preserve is
controlled here. Moose, deer and small game ai e
abundant. Many brooks, lakes and ponds, fur
nish fly fishing, where trout and salmon rise to
the fly every day in the season. Log cabins are
situated on the different lakes and ponds and
twenty camps on King and Bartlett lake ,furnish
hospitality to the man who fishes and shoots.
For circulars'and further information address

I Best of Early Fishing for Salmon, Square Tailed
j Trout and Lake Trout that weigh from 2 to 9
1pounds. One day’s ride from Boston. Only 21-2
miles of buck board road. Lake 31-2 miles long;
j 11-2 miles wide, surrounded by mountains cov! ered with green woods. Cabins are very pleas|antly situated on the shore o f this lake. Spring
i beds, new blankets and clean linen make our beds
HARRY M. PIERCE,
all that could be desired. New boats and canoes.
Best of stream fishing near. We have canoe trips
Spencer,
Maine.
that take you by some of the grandest scenery in
Maine, with good fishing all the way. Telephone
Farmington, Maine, until May 15.
connections at home camps with main line and
doctor’ s office. Purest of spring water. Hay
fever unknown. Excellent food. This is an ideal
place to spend the summer with your family. WHERE TO GO FISHING.
Terms reasonable. Correspondence solicited.
A sk M a in e W oods Information Bureau fo r
circulars and particulars, Phillips, Me.
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Maine.

INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.

‘The Wilderness Beckons1

By Mr. W itt o f Norway: Petition o f
J. T. Edwards and 53 others of Nor-

at this season o f the year, and KINEO is its gateway—COME! The finest trout fish
ing in the world, big game in plenty, a net work of lakes and streams, a wild, free,
outdoor life In crispe pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions. We make a
specialty of completely outfitting campers, campers, canoeists, fishermen and hunters.
Write fo r information
THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE, C. A. J u d k in s , Manager, Kineo, Maine.

inclined to throw out every possible
inducement to visitors.
T he Bangor N ews notes the failure
o f the New York game commission to
restock the Adirondacks with moose
and expresses the opinion that in a cen
tury from now the moose will have be
come extinct. We hope Maine wit
succeed better in preserving the moose
than New York has been able to do anc
in the meantime it will be well to note
that moose hunting in some parts of
Maine is excellent at present and the
camp accommodations ditto.

The White House and The Birches.
L og Camps, The Upper Berth and The Owl.
The, best appointed hotel and camps at Grand Lake, open for guests from Apr. 15 to Nov. 15. Ex1cellent table, large airy rooms, clean beds, open fires. Plenty of game, landlocked salmon, trout and
|togue. B eautiful scenery and healthful air. Write for terms.

FRANK H. B ALL, Proprietor,

-

Grand Lake Stream, Maine.

A BEAR STORY BY M’PETERS.
Truthful Abner Tells Of Meeting Great
Bear in the Maine Woods/
Abner McPheters, the celebrated Old
Town hunter, trapper, and George
Washington o f bear-story tellers, hand
ed out this one at the Sportsman’ s
show—caught by a New York World
reporter:
Abner McPeters o f Old Town, Me.,
has a record as a bear slayer. Here is
his story.
“ It was along about the first o f Ap
ril of last year,” he began, “ that I was
charging through the woods in search
o f a gigantic bear whose track I had
come upon earlier in the day. All o f a
sudden I turned a corner in the path
and we came face to face. He was
a grizzly and stood twelve foot high.
There he stood waiting for me, on his
hind legs, with his wicked little red eyes
gleaming and his murderous paws out
stretched. I was too close to escape by
running, I had read enough bear stories
though, to know just how to act under
those trying circumstandes. I knew
what the hero o f bear stories always
does, and I determined to follow his ex
ample. The hero always tries to shoot
but his rifle misses fire. Then he clubs
his riflle, and the stock breaks. He
then whips out his hunting knife but
one blow of the bear’s mighty paw
knocks it from his hand.
At last,
as the bear is about to crush him
to death, the
hero always takes
out his penknife
and lands on a
vital spot in the bear’s anatomy. No,
I valued my rifle too highly to smash
it, and I didn’t want to lose my valu
able hunting knife. So I carefully laid
my rifle down on a stone and placed my
knife beside it in its sheath, and pulled
out my penknife and opened the nail
blade. I was resolved to save time by
beginning where the hero generally
leaves off.
“ And you killed him?” queried the
writer, as the great man paused.
“ Indirectly, yes,” replied Abner dis
contentedly. “ As I was laying out my
rifle the trigger hit against a stone, the
rifle went off and the bear fell, shot
through the heart By the time I got
my penknife ready he was stone dead.”

'AM P

passed to

WELCOME,

ROUND

be enacted.

An Act to amend an act entitled “ An
A ct creating the Phillips Village Cor
poration. ”
An Act to regulate fishing in South
Boundary pond, Little North W est
pond, Massachusetts bog, in Franklin
county.
An A ct to prohibit ice fishing in Narraguagus lake, so called, in Hancock
county.

k.

LAKE.

way, Oxford county, protesting against
the repealing o f the law protecting j
moose and deer in organized towns and
plantations.
FIRST READING OF PRINTED BILLS.

An act to prohibit scallop fishing in
Bluehill bay from the first day o f April
to the fr s t day o f November in each
year.
An act relating to fishing in the trib
utaries to Anonymous pond.
TEMPERANCE.
An act to authorize the Farmington
By Mr. Webster o f Chesterville: Pe I Village corporation to take water for
tition of George C. Purington and 64 ! municipal and domestic purposes.
others of Farmington for the enact
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
ment o f a law that will clothe the Chief
Mr. Brown from the committee on
Executive with authority to enforce the
agriculture, on petition o f C. C. Dow
prohibitory law.
and 54 others of Phillips praying that a
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.
|bounty of $5 he given for every bear
By Mr. Norcross o f Winthrop: Peti killed in Franklin county, reported that
tion o f F. W. Shaw and 63 others that same be referred to the Franklin
Berry and Dexter ponds in Winthrop County Delegation.
and Wayne may not be closed to ice
Mr. Wratherbee from the committee
fishing; petition o f F. L. Perry and 98 on legal affairs, reported ought to pass
others for same; petition o f H. M. Stan- on bill, an act granting rights o f main
: ley and 33 others for same.
taining a ferry between Lincoln and
Chester to Ethel C. Blackman.
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.
Mr. Weatherbee from same commitAn A ct relating to fishing in the trib
utaries to Anonymous pond.
An A ct to authorize the Farmington
Village Corporation to take water for
•municipal and domestic purposes.
PASSED TO BE ENACTED.

An Act to incorporate the Farmington Society for the Prevention o f Cruel
ty to Animals.
An A ct to incorporate the president
and trustees o f the Farmington Home
for Aged People.
ORDERS OF THE DAY.

By Mr. Norcross o f Winthrop: Re
monstrance o f S. A. Gay and 59 others
|of Readfield against passage o f any law
prohibiting fishing in Carleton pond and
taking ice from the same. (Referred
i to the committee on judiciary.)
JUDICIARY.

Maine W oods readers are requested
to contribute items and articles about
their experience in the woods for publi
cation in Maine W oods and those who
have photographs to go with the stories
should send them.
J. W. B rackett Co.

MOUNTAIN

By Mr. Norcross of Winthrop: Peti
tion of C. S. Towle and 141 others pro
testing against the passage o f any law
preventing fishing in Carleton pond in
Readfield, and the taking o f ice from
the same.
AGRICULTURE.

By Mr. Page of Hamjrden: Petition

Anglers’

Retreat

and

Log

Are situated at the Outlet o f Welokenntbacook Lake.
I for Sportsmen and their families.

Cabins

Is a delightful resort

The Trout and Salmon fishing here is unsurpassed by any in the state. The house has been thor
oughly remodeled and enlarged, with new offices, cuisine, etc., and travelers, sportsmen and all^persons seeking rest and recreation will be provided with every comfort and convenience, while for those
who prefer, I have several neat Log Cottages, well furnished, with open fireplaces, spring beds* and
everything that will add to the comfort and pleasure o f the guests.
Splendid accommodations for all
and an excellent table will always be found here.
The early spring fishing is a revelation and the summer fishing never fails. The best o f Fly'Fishing every day in the season. This place holds the record o f the largest trout taken in the Rangeley
Lakes.
Guides and.boats always ready. This is the most direct route between the Rangeley Lakes and
the White Mountains, and my Steamboats connect with all trains, boats and stages. Write for de
scriptive circular.

CAPT.
Middledarr,

E.

F.

COBURN,

Rangeley Lakes,

Maine.

(Continued on page 5.)

Sport Indeed

“ ONLY LETTERS"
A b o u t 6 0 in all, from a brother on the
“ oth er sid e , to

BY

on e

on

th is ,”

from

N orthern, Central and Southern E urope,

THOMAS M ATINDALE.

Russia, Italy, E gypt, etc., as those lands
w ere seen through eyes unconventionally
focused.
By FRANCIS I. M A U L E .
“ O n ly Letters” is not a “ work of genius,”

A graphic description of
camp life in Maine, finely
illustrated by photographs by
the author.
A book every woods lover
should have.
Price $1.50,
postage 14c additional, with
Maine Woods $2.50. Address
M AINE WOODS,
Phillips,

-

-

Maine.

most distinctly not, and is not easily confusahle with books under suspicion as such,
but society is b y no means a unit in pro
nouncing

it “ hoplessly dull.”

“ A b se n t

treatment” will b e furnished b y mail to
cases of
$ 1 .0 0

aroused curiosity that send a

bill and

5

2-cent stamps to the

author at 4 0 6 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Camp and Hotel Proprietors
Should order their circulars al once. The time is fast approaching for them to
be put into use. Maine W oods does a great deal o f that class o f work. Send
in your orders early. W e can do the work as quick as anybody, hut it] takes
timeJ. W. BRACKETT CO., Phillips,'Maine.

MAINE

OODS,

MARCH

10,

1905.

T RA PS AND T R A PP ER S,

Mr. Kinsman from same committee, brook, Marble pond, Chase brpok or
S P O R T S M E N S S U P P L IE S
SP O R T SM E N ’S S U P P L IE S
on 1petition of . V. G. Plummer and 40 Blackstone brook in Piscataquis county
Others o f Addison asking for a law pro- and Bolt brook in Somerset county.
hibiting the throwing of sawdust and
An act to prohibit ice fishing in Han
RA W I'lIR S bought for cash. I make snowshoea. other refuse into Pleasant river, report cock pond in the town of Embden and
Call on or write for prices. Charley L. Hamden, |
Rangeley, Me.
ed leave to withdraw.
plantation o f Lexington, Somerset
TRAPPERS. After trying other trapping meth
Mr. Kinsman from same commitjee, county.
The Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle Championship of the United States
ods without success, try mine. I will show you
An act to regulate fishing in Lake
on petition of W. R. Butler and F. B.
the right way for a small sum.
Win. P. Townsend. West Buxton, Me.
Snow, president and secretary o f Blue- Webb, Franklin county.
won
P
T ? HP T T T ? Q
22 SH O R T
An act to permit ice fishing in Half
GENTLKM EN. For 50c I will sell to one trapper hill fish and game association, to regu
only, in each town, large bottle o f fox and mink
W
ITH
-L
H
i
1
H
i
IX
O
C
A R T R ID G E S
Moon
pond
in
the
county
of
Oxford
and
late
the
size
of
salmon
and
trout
which
scent, that by rubbing a little on your boots and
the traps, you will cause a fox or mink to step his may be taken from Third pond so called to permit fishing for pickerel through ;
foot right into your trap
Elias Bently, Sunderland, Vermont.
in the town o f Bluehill, reported leave the ice in Jenne pond, so-called, in
A NEW RECORD.
Mexico and Carthage, partly in Oxford
TUV>
1
11
to withdraw,
do all
W il y CIO
a ll
Mr. Kinsman from, same committee and partly in Franklin counties.
L. P Ittel scores 2459 out of
Third and Fourth positions a
An act to prohibit fishing in Branch
a
possible
2500.
tie between
reported
ought
to
pass
on
bill,
an
act
to
Professional
Second place won by Dr. A A
H. M. Pope and W. A Tewes
regulate fishing in Chepentacook lake j and Meadow brooks in Thomaston and
Stillman.
Rockland.
Using Peters .22. StevensTrappers insist
in the county o f Washington.
Using Peters 22 Long Rif'e
An act to regulate fishing in South
Pope Armory Cart
Mr. Kinsman from same committee
on having the
Cartridges.
ridges.
: reported in a new draft bill, an act to Boundary pond, Little Northwest pond,
regulate fishing i n Mattawamkeag Massachusetts bog in Franklin county.
Newhouse Trap?
Ask For The JSemi-Smokeless Kind.
An act to prohibit ice fishing in Nar- 1
j Lake.
They want Mr. Berry from same committee re ragua'gus lake, so-called, in Hancock
Wide-awake Dealers sell Peters Goods. Up to date Sportsmen
ported ought to pass on bill, an act to |county.
Fur.
demand
them. The makers will continue to furnish them.
An
act
to
authorize
the
Farmington
regulate the taking o f white perch and
Address for free Catalog,
THE- P E T E R S C A R T R ID G E C O M PA N Y,
1black bass in Whitney and Hogan ponds Village corporation to take water for
county o f Oxford, and Tripp pond in municipal and domestic purposes,
O N EID A C O M M U N ITY,
New York : t 8 i l m x l e r , Manager.
Cincinnati, U. S. A.
the county o f Androscoggin.
An act relating to fishing in the tribOneida, N. Y .
Mr. Berry from same committee, re- utaries to Anonymous pond.
Send 25 cents for T h e T ra p p e r’s j ported ought to pass on bill, an act to
Resolve providing for the screening
Guide b y S. N ew house, telling h o w amend Section 3, Paragraph 6, Entitled o f Sabattus pond in Androscoggin gation on Schoodic Grand lake, ’ ’ re shall be from the time the ice goes
ported same “ ought to pass.” Report out in the spring to October 1; also peti
to catch all fur bearing anim als and ! “ Oxford County.” of Chapter 407 of county.
,
tion of F. O. Smith and 38 others for
accepted.
cure their skins, w ith com p lete direc- the Private and Special laws of 1903, re
same; an act to regulate fishing in the
PASSED TO BE EGROSSED.
ORDERS.
tions h ow to live in the w o o d s
lating to fishing in the tributaries of
outh branches .of Sandy river in
Magalloway river.
On motion by Mr. Morse o f Waldo
An act to incorporate-., the FarmingFranklin coupty; an act to amend Sec
Mr. Berry from same committee, on that senator was given permission to I ton Society for the Prevention of CruelLegislative News,
tion 3 o f Paragraph 6, entitled Oxford
! petition o f N. C. Pinkham and lS others withdraw the order passed by the sen-1 to animals.
county, of Chapter 407 of the Private
(Continued from page 4.)
1asking for an amendment to the inland ate, namely, “ Ordered, the house con
An act to incorporate the president and Special laws o f 1903, relating to
|fish and game laws relating to the com- curring, that the act for the protection and trustees of the Farmington Home
fishing in the tributaries of the Megaltee, reported ought to pass on bill, an : mittee on legal affairs.
o f deer in the counties of Knox, Kenne for Aged People.
loway river; on an act providing for
act to legalize and make valid the acts
Mr. Berry from same committee re- bec, Lincoln and Waldo, be taken from
An act to amend an act to incorpor open season on white perch in Lake
of the Phillips Village corporation.
; ported ought to pass on the bill, an act the files and referred to the committee ate the Phillips Village corporation.
George, Waldo county; on an act to
Mr. Weatherbee from same commit j to regulate fishing in Lufkin pond, on inland fisheries and game. ”
An act to prohibit fishing in the tribu prohibit the throwing of sawdust, shav
tee, reported ought to pass on bill, An Phillips.
On motion by Mr. Morse o f Waldo it taries to Little Sebago lake in Gray,
ings or refuse into Heath brook or its
act to amend Section 19 o f Chapter 77
tributaries, in the town o f Acton, York,
of the Revised Statutes, relating t o 1
county, with petitions of A. C. Perkins
title by descent.
and 20 others of Acton, for the same;
Mr. Wetherbee from the committee
on
an act for the protection o f musk
on legal affairs, reported ought not to
X
••
•
rats in the towns of Hartland, Harmony,
pass on bill, an act to prohibit per
m ,
Athens and Palmyra, in the county o f
sons not residents o f Maine from ped
Somerset; on resolve to authorize
dling merchandise o f any kind in Maine
the
land agent to sell and convey
until a license o f $100 has been paid to
certain land owned by the State in
the treasurer o f each town or city.
Caribou, now used as a fish hatchery.
(Report recommitted to the committee
The committee voted ‘ ‘ought not to
on legal affairs on motion o f Mr. Sta
pass” on a bill for a bounty on bears in
ples of Eliot.)
Somerset county.
Mr. Berry from the committee on
The petitioners praying that a law be
inland fisheries and game, reporte i
enacted prohibiting ice fishing in Berry
ought to pass on resolve for the pur
and Dexter ponds, so-called, in Winpose of building a feeding station a.
throp and Wayne were given leave to
the Rangeley lakes fish hatchery.
withdraw.
Mr. Gray from commi ttee on legal
affairs, repo:rted ought to pass on bill
Send Us Hunting Stories.
an act to in(corporate the1 North ChesOur readers are requested to send us
terville Lighit and Poweir company in
hunting stories. There are plenty of
the village 1of North Cllesterville, h
things to write us. Tell us where you
the town of Chestirville and town oi
go and what you see. Address
Farmington , county of Firanklin.
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Maine.
Mr. Kinsnnan from tin-:» committee 01
inland fisher1es and gam e, on bill, ar
i5 .
,
NA
act fq£ the I.protection o f duck in Lowei
JegisKezar pond Fryeburg, i•eported
lation unnecessary.
LLIMPSE OF ROUND MOUNTAIN LALE. EUSTIS, MAINE.
Mr. Kinsman from same committee
reported ought to pass on bill, an act
for the protection of muskrats in the
S I M P L E in construction
Mr. Berry from same committee, on was “ Ordered, the house concurring, Raymond and Windham, Cumberland
towns o f Hartland, Harmony, Athens
petition
o
f
F
O.
Smith,
I.
W.
Mason,
that
the
commissioners
of
inland
fishcounty.
county
o
f
Somerand Palmyra, in the
and others that the open time for fish eries and game be requested to !return
An act for the protection of gray
set.
Mr. Kinsman from same committee ing in Sweet’s pond shall be from the bill entitled ‘An act to amend section 1 squirrels upon a certain territory in
on petition o f Frank S. Harper and time the ice goes out in the spring un o f chapter 301 of the private and spe- Fryeburg, Oxford county.
An act to regulate fishing in Marble
others for close time on Sokokis lake til October 1, reported leave to with cial laws of 1903, relating to the pro
Marble pond, Chase brook
and tributaries in Limerick, York draw, as the subject matter o f this pet tection of deer in the counties of Ken brook,
ition is already incorporated in a bill nebec, Knox, Waldo and Lincoln, re- or Blackstone brook in Piscataquis
county, reported leave to withdraw.
Mr. Kinsman from same committee, which is now being considered by this ferred to them Feb. 23, 1905/ and that county and Bolt brook in Somerset
|the same be referred to the committee county.
on bill, an act in relation to hunting committee.
Mr. Berry from same committee re ' on inland fisheries and gam e.”
An act to prohibit ice fishing in Han
wild animals on cultivated lands, re
ported ought to pass on bill, an act to
The reports were accepted and the cock pond in the town o f Embden and
ported legislation unnecessary.
Somerset
I bills and resolves ordered printed under Plantation of Lexington,
Mr. Kinsman from same committee, regulate fishing in the south branches |
county.
on petition o f H. F. Farnham and oth o f the Sandy river in Franklin county. !■joint r u l e . _____
Mr. Berry from same committee, on •
An act to regulate fishing in Lake
ers for restricting fishing in Big Rattle
REPORTS OF COMMITTIEES.
petition
o f A. J. Abbot and others asking i Mr. Owen for the committee on in Webb, Franklin county.
snake pond and Panther pond and trib
An act to permit ice fishing in Half
utaries of same and Berry river, re for a change in the law limiting the p ro -' land fisheries and game in bill, “ An
tection o f game to the wild lands of act to prohibit the taking of fish in ail Moon pond, in the county of Oxford,
ported leave to withdraw.
Mr. Kinsman from same committee, the state and not have it apply to in ponds in the town o f Y ork ,” reported and to permit fishing for pickerel
reported ought not to pass on bill, An corporated towns and cities, reported that the same be referred to the com through the ice in Jenne pond, so-called
missioners on inland fisheries and game ' in Mexico and Carthage, partly in Ox,Act to amend section 5 o f chapter 407 leave to withdraw.
as the subject matter o f the act comes ; ford and partly in Franklin counties.
Senate.
of the Private and Special Laws o f 1903
An act to prohibit fishing in Branch
under their jurisdiction. Report ac
prohibiting throwing sawdust and other
HOUSE BILLS READ AND ASSIGNED.
; and Meadow brooks in Thomaston and
mill refuse into certain streams o f CumAn A ct to incorporate the Farmington cepted.
The same senator for the same com Rockland.
berlanb county, with petition o f J. P. Society fo r the Prevention of Cruelty
An act to regulate fishing in South
mittee on bill, “ An act to reenact sec
Scribner fot same.
to Animals.
_________
tion 2 of chapter 407 o f the private and ! Boundary pond, Little Northwest pond,
Mr. Kinsman from same committee,
ORDERS.
special laws of 1903: in relation to fish- ! Massachusetts bog in Franklin county.
on petition of J. A. Nason and 39 others
On motion by Mr. Furbish o f Frank
An act to prohibit ice fishing in Narof Sherman for a bounty on bears, re lin the rules were suspended and that ing in the tributaries of Bonnybec
pond, ’ ’ reported the same ought not to raguagus lake, so-called, in Hancock
ported leave to withdraw.
senator introduced bill, “ An A ct to
c o u n t y . ________
Mr. Kinsman from same committee change the title o f the Wilton Electric pass. Report accepted *
The same senator fo r the same com
reported ought not to pass on bill, An Light and Power Company,” which up
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.
The committee on inland fisheries and
A ct to amend section 8 of chapter 32, on his further motion, was referred to mittee on bill, “ An act to incorporate
the Long Pond Fish and Game associa game held a meeting, Thursday after
Revised Statutes, relative to the pro the committee upon judiciary.
tion and resolve in favor o f same asso noon, and voted that a bill providing for
tection o f birds.
PASSED TO BE ENACTED.
ciation,” reported that same “ ought an open time for spring shooting on
Mr. Kinsman from same committee
An Act to regulate fishing in Shadow not to pass. ’ ’ Report accepted.
ducks in Merrymeeting bay ought to
reported ought not to pass on bill, an
Mr. Owen for the committee on in pass. The bill providing against the
act to provide for a bounty on bears in Pond, so called, in Squaw Mountain
township, Piscataquis county.
land fisheries and game on bill, “ An hunting of ducks in gasoline launches
Somerset county.
act providing for open season for white was likewise reported favorably upon.
Mr. Kinsman from same committee
HOUSE BILLS READ AND ASSIGNED.
The committee voted “ ought to pass”
An act to amend an act to incorporate perch in Lake St. George in Waldo
reported ought to pass on resolve to
county,” reported same “ ought to on the following matters:
authorize the land agent to sell and con- i the Phillips Village corporation,
Petition of Chas. Bisbee and others of
vey certain land owned by the State in 1 An act to prohibit fishing in the trib- pass.” Report accepted.
Mr. Sturgis for the committee on in Oxford county, relating to fishing for
Caribou now used as a state fish hatch- j utaries to Little Sebago lake in Gray,
Raymond and Windham, Cumberk nd terior waters on “ Resolve in aid of nav salmon and trout in Big Concord pond,
ery, with statement of facts.
Have you read the Famous Book on Campingigation of Moosehead lake,” reported in Oxford county; an act to regulate
Mr. Kinsman from same committee, county.
in Maine and New Brunswick; exciting and in
|
same
“
ought
to
pass.”
Report
acAn
act
tor
the
protection
o
f
gray
i
fishing
in
Lufkin
pond,
Phillips;
petition
structive.
How to camp out is told in a most en
on petition that a law be enacted pro
tertaining way by E. W. Burt in his 200 page book
: of I. W. Mason and 54 others of Strong, Camp
hibiting fishing in Berry and Dexter squirrels upon a certain territory in ' cepted.
Fires in the Wilderness. Twenty-four pho
Mr. Shaw for the committee on inter ! praying that the open time on fishing tographs of the woods. Send for it. $1.00,{.or
ponds situated in Winthropand Wayne, Fryeburg, Oxford county.
with M a in e W oods one year $2.00.
An act to regulate fishing in Marble ior waters on “ Resolve in aid of navi- ; n Sweet’s pond, in New Vineyard,
reported leave to withdraw.
MAINE WOODS, Phillips Maine.

t u„
l Z
^----~
1 show the art o f Trapping
Fox: a
dry 1
land,
water
and snow set. Fox Scent and Steel Traps for
sale. Address, J. J. Barnes, Saxton’s River. Vt.
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Cf/>e 'Blazed
Trail
By STEWART
EDWARD
WHITE

Copyright,

19 0 2 ,

by

_ /~

IK:

*****

CHAPTER l.
the network of streams drainI Ing the eastern portion of MichI igan and known as the Sagl
J inaw waters the great Arm of
Morrison & Daly had for many years
carried on extensive logging operations
to the wilderness.
Now at last, in the early eighties,
ey reached the end of their holdings,
lother winter would finish the cut.
At this juncture Mr. Daly called to
talm John Radway, a man whom he
knew to possess extensive experience,
t little capital and a desire for more of
both.
“ Radway.” said he when the two
found themselves alhne in the mill o f
fice. "we expect to cut this year some
Btv J.000, which will finish our pine
holdings in the Saginaw waters. Most
Of this timber lies over in the Crooked
l^ake district, and that we expect to
|»nt in ourselves. We own, however,
BjOOO'OOO on the Cass branch which we
would like to log on contract. Would
poo care to take the job ?”
“ How much a thousand do you
g tver asked Radway.
“ Four dollars,” replied the lumbernail.
“I’ll look at it,” replied the jobber.
8o Rad way got the “ descriptions”
•ad a little map divided into townships,
•actions and quarter sections and went
m i to look at it. He searched until he
•ound a “ blaze” on a tree, the marking
•a which Indicated it as the corner of
a section. From this corner the bound
ary lines were blazed at right angles
la either direction. Radway followed
(be blazed lines. Thus he was able ac
curately to locate isolated “ forties”
(forty acres), “ eighties,” quarter sec
tions and sections in a primeval wilder
ness. The feat, however, required con
siderable woodcraft, an exact sense of
direction and a pocket compass.
These resources were still further
drawn upon for the next task. Rad
way tramped the woods, hills and val
leys to determine the most practical
route over which to build a logging
road from the standing timber to the
■bores of Cass branch. He found it
Is be an affair of some puzzlement.
The pines stood on a oountry rolling
with hills, deep with pot holes.
It
became necessary to dodge in and out,
here and there, between the knolls,
around and through the swamps, still
keeping, however, in the same general
direction and preserving always the
requisite level or down grade. Rad
way had no vantage point from which
to survey the country. A city man
would promptly have lost himself in
the tangle, but the woodsman emerged
■t last on the banks of a stream, leav
ing behind him a meandering trail of
clipped trees.
“ I’ll take it.” said he to Daly.
Daly now proceeded to drive a sharp
bargain with him.
. Customarily a jobber is paid a cer
tain proportion of the agreed price as
oach stage of the work is completed.
Daly objected to this method of pro
eedure.
“ You see, Radway,” he explained.
“ It s our last season in the country.
When this lot is in we want to pull
up stakes, so we can’t take any
chances on not getting that timber in.
If you don’t finish your job, it keeps
us here another season. There can be
do doubt, therefore, that you finish
your job. In other words, we can’t
take any chances. If you start the
thing, you’ ve got to carry it 'way
through.”
“ 1 think I can, Mr. Daly,” the job
ber assured him.
“ For that reason,” went on Daly,
“ we object to paying you as the work
progresses. We’ve got to have a guar
antee that you don’t quit on us and
that those logs will be driven down the
branch as far as the river in time to
catch our drive. Therefore I’m going
to make you a good price per thousand,
but payable only when the logs are
delivered to our river men.”
Radway, with his usual mental atti
tude of one anxious to justify the otbm man, ended by seeing only his em
ployer’s argument. He did not per
ceive that the latter's proposition in
troduced into the transaction a gam
Wing element It became possible for
Morrison & Daly to get a certain
amount of work abort of absolute com
pletion done for nothing.
All tills was in August. Radway,
•bo was a good, practical woodsman,
•at about the job immediately. He gath
ered a crew, established a camp and
began at once to cut roads through
(be country he bad already blazed on
Ms former trip.
Radway’g task was not merely to
level out and ballast the six feet of a
roadbed already constructed, but to
rut a way for five miles through the
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l4*■*--*anbroken wilderness. The way had,
moreover, to be not less than twentyIve feet wide, needed to be absolutely
level and free from any kind of objtm etions and required in tin* swamps
Bberal ballasting with poles, called cor
luroys. Not only must tlie»growtb be
removed, but tiie-roots must be cut out
»nd the inequalities of the ground lev
eled or filled up. Reflect further that
Radway had but a brief time at bis
disposal, but a few months at most,
and you will then be in a position to
gauge the first difficulties of those the
American pioneer expects to encounter
as a matter of course.
The jobber of course pushed bis
roads as rapidly as possible, but was
greatly handicapped by lack of men.
Winter set in early and surprised him
with several of the smaller branches
yet to finish. The main line, however,
was dime.
At intervals squares were cut out
alongside. In them two long timbers
or skids were laid andironwise for the
reception of the piles of logs which
would be dragged from the fallen
trees.
They were called skidways.
Then finally the season’s cut began.
The men who were to fell the trees
Radway distributed along one bound
ary of a “ forty.” They were instruct
ed to move forward across the forty
in a straight line, felling every pine
tree over eight Inches in diameter.
While the saw gangs, three in number,
prepared to fell the first trees, other
men called swampers were busy cut
ting and clearing of roots narrow lit
tle trails down through the forest from
the pine to the skidway at the edge
of the logging road. The trails were
perhaps three feet wide and marvels of
smoothness, although uo attempt was
made to level mere inequalities of the
ground.
They were called travoy
roads (French travois). Down them
the logs would be dragged and hauled
either by means of heavy steel tongs
or a short sledge on which one end of
the timber would be chained.
Meantime the sawyers were busy.
Each pair of men selected a tree, the
first they encountered over the blazed
line of their forty. After determining
in which direction it was to fall they
set to work to chop a deep gash in that
side of the trunk.
Tom Broadhead and Henry Paul
picked out a tremendous pine, which
they determined to throw across a lit
tle open space in proximity to the
travoy road. One stood to right, the
other left, and alternately their axes
bit deep. Tom glanced up as a sailor
looks aloft.
“ She’ ll do, Hank,” he said.
The two then with a dozen half clips
of the ax removed the inequalities of
the bark from the saw’s path. The
long flexible ribbon of steel began to
sing, bending so adaptably to the hands
and motions of the men manipulating
that it did not seem possible so mo
bile an instrument could cut the rough
pine. In a moment the song changed
timbre.
Without a word the men
straightened their backs. Tom flirted
along the blade a thin stream of kero
sene oil from a bottle in bis hip pocket,
and the sawyers again bent to"tbeir
work, swaying back and forth rbyth
mically. their muscles rippling under
the texture of their woolens like those
of a panther under its skin. The out
er edge of the saw blade disappeared.
0 “ Better wedge her, Tom,” advised
Hank.
They paused while, with a heavy
sledge, Tom drove a triangle of steel
into the crack made by the sawing.
This prevented the weight of the tree
from pinching the saw. Then the
rhythmical z-z-z, z-z-z, again took up
its song.
When the trunk was nearly severed
Tom drove another and thicker wedge.
“ Timber!” halloed Hank in a long
drawn melodious call that melted
through the woods into the distance.
The swampers ceased work and with
drew to safety.
“ Crack!” called the tree.
Hank coolly unhooked his saw ban
die, and Tom drew the blade through
and out the other side.
The tree shivered, then leaned ever
so slightly from the perpendicular, then
fell, at first gently, afterward with a
crescendo rush, tearing through the
branches of other trees, bending the
■mall timber, breaking the smallest
and at last bitting with a tremendous
crash aud bang which filled the air
with a fog of small twigs, needles and
the powder of snow.
Then the swampers, who have by
now finished the travoy road, trimmed
the prostrate trunk clear of all pro
tuberances. It required fairly skillful
ax work. The branches had to be
shaved close and clear, and at the
same time the trunk must not be
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gashed. And often a man was forced
to wield his instrument from a con
strained position.
The chopped branches aud limbs had
now to be dragged clear and piled.
While this was being finished Tom and
Hank marked off and sawed the log
lengths, paying due attention to the
necessity of avoiding knots, forks aud
rotten places. Thus some o f the logs
were eighteen, some sixteen or four
teen and some only twelve feet in
length.
Next :r-]• (1 the teamsters wiili
their little wooden sledges, their steel
'bains and tl:t*ir tongs. They had been
-lping the skalders to place the par.iMel and level beams, or skids, on
which the logs were to be piled by the
side of the road. The tree which Tom
and Hank had just felled lay up a gen
tie slope from the new travoy road, so
little Fabian Laveque, the teamster,
clamped the bite o f his tongs to the
end of the largest or butt log.
“ Allez, Molly!” be cried.
A horse, huge, elephantine, her head
down, nose elose to her chest, intelli
gently spying her steps, moved. The
log half rolled over, slid three feet and
menaced a stump.
“ Gee!” cried Laveque.
Molly stepped twice directly sidewise, planted her forefoot ou a root
she had seen aud pulled sharply. The
end of the log slid around the stump.
••Allez!” commanded Laveque.
And Molly started gingerly down the
hill. She pulled the timber, heavy as
an irou safe, here and there through
the brush, missing no steps, making
no false moves, backing aud finally
getting out of the way of an unex
pected roll with the ease and intelli
gence of Laveque himself.
In five
minutes the burden lay by the travoy
road. In two minutes more oue end
of it had been rolled on the little flat
wooden sledge and, the other end drag
giug, it was winding majestically down
through the ancient forest.
When Molly and Fabian had travoy ed the log to the skidway they drew
It with a bump across the two parallel
skids and left It there to be rolled to
the top.of the pilet
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TRANSPORTATION

Legislative Notices.

Sandy River Railroad.

INTERIOR WATERS.

Wie committee on Interior Waters will meet in
Rd*n 3, State house, on Tuesday of each week at
2 o’ clock in the afternoon, until further notice.
Per order,
V . A . P u t n a m , Secretary.
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.

The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
will meet in Room 39, State House, on Thursday
of each week, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon until
further notice.
C. C. K i n s m a n , Secretary.

Jenny, harnessed only to a short,
straight bar with a hook in it. leaned
to her collar and dug her hoofs at the
word of command. The driver, close
to her tail, held fast the slender steel
chain of an ingenious hitch about the
ever useful swamp hook. When Jim
shouted •Whoa!” from the top o f the
skidway the driver did not trouble to
stop the horse; he merely let go the
hook. So the power was shut off sud
denly, as Is meet and proper in such
ticklish business. He turned and walk
ed back, and Jenny, like a dog. without
the necessity of command, followed
him in slow patience.
Now came Dyer, a scaler, rapidly
down the logging road, a small, slender
man with a little, turned up mustache.
The men disliked him because of his
affectation of a city smartness and be
cause he never ate witli them, even
when there was plenty of room. The
scaler’s duty at present was to measure
the diameter of the logs in each skid
way and so compute the number of
board feet. At the office he tended van,
kept the books and looked after sup
plies.
He approached the skidway rapidly,
toid his flexible rule across the face
If each log, made a mark on his pine
tablets in the column to which the log
belonged, thrust the tablet in the pock
et of his coat, seized a blue crayon, In
t long holder, with which he made an
8 as indication that the log had been
Bcaled, and finally tapped several
times strongly with a sledge hammer.
On the face of the hammer In relief
was an M inside of a delta. This was
the company's brand, and so the log
was branded as belonging to them. He
swarmed over the skidway, rapid and
absorbed, in strange activity to the
slower power of the actual skidding.
In a moment he moved ©n to the next
Bceue of operations without having
said a word to any of the men.
“ A fine t'ing,” said Mike, spitting.
So day after day the work went on.
Railway spent his time tramping
through the woods, figuring on new
work, showing the men how to do
things better or differently, discussing
minute expedients with the blacksmith,
the carpenter, tlie cook.
He was not without his troubles.
First he had not enough men. the snow
lacked and then came too abundantly,
horses fell sick of colic or calked
themselves, supplies ran low unexpect
edly, trees turned out “ punk.” a cer
tain bit of ground proved soft for travoying. and so on. At election time, of
course, a number of the men went
out.
And one evening, two days after elec
tion time, another and important
acter entered the North woods aud
our story.

Time-Table in Effect December 19, 1904
T r’ n 1 Tr’ n 3 T r’ n 5
A. M. A. m . ! P. M.

North
Farmington, . . . ........ lv

11.00

1 2 .1 0

4 .4 0

Strong, ............

P. M.
1 2 .0 5

P . M.
1 2 .4 2

5 .1 0

Phillips,............

1 2 .3 0

1 .0 0

5 .3 0

South Strong,..

Tr’n 2 Tr’ n 4 Tr’ n 6

South

A.

P hillips,..........

........ Iv

S tron g,..............

M.

A. M.

P. M.

7 .3 0

8 .3 0

1 .3 0

7 .5 0

9 .1 0

1 .5 0

8 .2 0

1 0 .0 0

2 .2 0

South Strong,..

WESTON LEWIS. Pres.

Franklin &

F. N. BEAL. S upt

Megantic

Railway.

Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and the Dead
River region.

Time Table in Effect December 19, 1904.
SOUTH.
A. M. P. M.
Bigelow, lv
11 00 2 00
11 20 2 25
Carrabassett,
11
45 3 00
(ar
Kingfield, {
A. M. A. M. P. M.
7 00 7 05 12 50
( lv
*N. Freeman, lv 7 05
12 55
*Mt. Abram Jet., lv
7 36
Salem,
7 20
7 45
1 10
•Summit, lv
7 22
8 35
1 12
*W. Freeman, lv 7 35
1 25
Strong, ar
7 45 9 05
1 35
NORTH.
A. M. A. M. P. M.
Strong, lv
8 15 10 00 5 12
*W. Freeman, lv 8 25
5 17
•Summit, lv
8 36 10 30 5 27
Salem,
8 40 10 35 5 35
*Mt. Abram Jet., Iv8 45 10 40
•No. Freeman, lv 8 50
5 45
(a r
9 00 11 30 5 55
Kingfield, „ <
P. M.
(lv
9 15 12 00
Carrabassett,
9 45 12 35
Bigelow, ar
10 15 1 05
•Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to con
ductor. tMixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with train*
to and from Phillips, Farmington, Portland and
Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton and
Eustis, at Carrabassett for Flagstaff and Dead
River.
GEO. M. VOSE. Superintendent.

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway
In Effect October 10, 1904.
Trains leave Oquossoc f o r Rumford
Falls, Lewiston. Portland and Bos
ton.
6.50 a. m.
Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Boston. Portland, Lewiston a n d
Rumford Falls.
6.25 p. m.
Through Parlor Cars between Portland and
Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Trains run daily except Sunday.
R. C. B r a d f o r d , Traffic Man., Portland, Me.
E. L. L o v e j o v , Supt. Rumford Falls, Me.

Bangor &

Aroostook

Railroad.

Arrangement of Trains.
IN E F F E C T M O N D A Y ,
PULLM AN

CAR

OCT.

10

1904.

S E R V IC E .

Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Caribou
ai.d Bangor on train leaving Caribou at 6.00 a. on.
and Bangor at 3.151?. m. Sleeping Car on train
leaving Caribou 4.10 p. m. and Bangor 3.55 a. m.
T R A IN S

LEAVE

BANGOR.

3.55 a. m. —For and arriving at Millinocket, 6.40
a. m. Houlton, 8.50 a. m.. Presque Isle. 10.32 a. m.
Fort Fairfield. 11.00 a. m.. Caribou, 11.00 a. m. Van
Buren 12.40 p. m.
7.00 a. m. —For and arriving at Brownville. 9.91
a. m. Ratal .din Iron Works 9.50 a. m. Millinocket 10.25 a. m. Patten 11.50 a. m. Ashland 2.16
p. m. Fort Kent 4.15 p. m. Houlton 12.55 p. m.
Presque Isle 2.46 p. m. Caribou 3. 15 p. m. Vun
Buren 5.40 p. m. Fort Fairfield 3.05 p. m. Lime
stone 4.10 p. ru. Dover 9.17 a. m. Guilford 9.41 a.
in. Monson 10.15 a. m. Greenville 10.55 a. m. Kineo
1.00 p. nt.
3.15 p. nt.—For and arriving at Brownville 4.46
p. m. Millinocket 6.03 p. m. Sherman 6.54 p. in.
Patten 7.25 p. n. Houlton 8.15 p. m. Mars Hill and
Blaine 9.25 p. m. Presque Isle 9.57 p. m. Caribou
10.25 p. m. Fort "Fairfield 10.15 p. m.
4.50 p. m. —For and arriving ataLagrauge 6.10
p. m. Milo 6.35 p. m. Brownville 6.45 p. m. Dover
and Foxcroft. 7. 03 p. m. Guilford 7.26 p. m.
Greenville 8.40 p. m. Quebec 1.15 p. ni. Montreal
8.35 a. m.

CHARTER II.
N the evening in question some
thirty or forty miles southeast
of Radway's camp a train was
crawling over a badly laid
"Allez!” commanded Laveque.
track that led toward tiie Saginaw
Thin Mike McGovern and Bob Strat valley
The whole, affair was very
A R R IV A L S .
ton and Jim Gladys took charge of it. crude
To the edge of the fight of
9.25 a. m. Leaving Montreal 7.25 p. m. Quebec
Mike and Bob were running the cant way pushed the dense wauip. like a 3.00 p. m. Greenville 5.35 a. m. Guilford 6.44 a. m.
Dover 7.02 a.m. Brownville 7.20 a. m. Milo 7.30 a.
hooks, while Jim stood on top of the black curtain shutting the virgin coun m.
great pile of logs already decked. A try from the view of civilization.
1.00 p. m. Leave Caribou 6.00 a. m. Presque
slender, pliable steel chain like a gray Across the snow were trucks of an Isle 6.20 a. m. Fort Fairfield 6.00 a. m. Houlton
8.05 a. hi. Ashland 6.50 a. m. Patten 8.50 a. m.
snake ran over the.top of the pile and imals.
Millinocket 10.16 a. m. Brownville 11.25 a. m.
disappeared through a pulley to an
The train consisted of a suing of Milo 11.34a. m.
7.25 p. m. —Leaving Kineo 1.20 p. in. Greenville
invisible horse—Jenny, the mate of freight cars, one coach divided half and
3.40 p. m. Monson 3.35 p. m. Guilford 4.50 p. rn.
Molly. Jim threw the end of this half between baggage and smoker, aud Dover 5.08 p. m. Limestone 9.50 a. m. Van Buren
chain down. Bob passed it over and a day car occupied by two silent, awk 9.25 a. m. Caribou 11.40 p. m. Presque Isle 12.11
p. m. Fort Fairfield 11.35 a. m. Houlton 2.00 p.
under the log and returned it to Jim. ward women and a child. In the smok m. Fort Kent 10.40 a. m. Ashland 12.45 p. m. Pat
who reached' down after it with the er lounged a dozen men. They were of ten 2.50 p. m. Sherman 3.27 p. m. Millinocket 4.20
p. m. Brownville 5.33 p. m. Milo 5. 4 > p. m. La
hook of his implement.
Thus the various sizes and descriptions, but they grange 6.10 p. m.
stick of timber rested in a long loop, all wore heavy blanket mackinaw
11.45 p. m. Leaving Van Buren 2.30 p. m. Car
4.10 p. m. Fort Fairfield 4.15 p. m. Presque
one end of which led to the invisible coats, rubber shoes and thick German ibou
Isle 4.38 p. m. Houlton tT.20 p. m. Millinocket 8.43
horse, and the other Jim made fast to
p. m.
]
C. C. BROWN, General Pass, and Ticket Agent.
[Continued on Page 7.]
the top of the pile. He did so by jam 
W. M. BROWN. General Superintendent..
ming into another log the steel swamp
Bangor, Me., October 9. 1904.
hook with which the chain was armed.
When all was made fast the horse
AMERICAN
started.
T h e T im e-table o f the
“ She's a bumper,” said Bob. “ Look
out, Mike!”
PEDOMETERS
R angeley L akes S team 
The log slid to the foot of the two
purallei poles laid slanting up the face
WILL TELL YOU.
of the pile. Then it trembled ou the
boat C o m p a n y will appear
100 - Mile i
ascent. But one end stuck for an in
Pedometer
(
stant, aud at once the log took on a
dangerous slant. Quick as light Bob
$ . . in this space early in May.
aud Mike sprang forward, gripped the
hooks of the cant hooks like great
Carried like j
H. F i e l d , Gen. Man.,
thumbs aud forefingers, and, while one
a w a t c-h . [ H.
Regulates to
held with all his power, the other
step o f wear- .
gave a sharp twist upward. The log
Phillips, M aine.
er.
straightened. It was a master feat of
10
Mil
e
power and the knack of applying
Pedometer
strength justly.
At the top of the little iueliue the
$ . .
timber hovered for a second.
We have everything in the livery line
“ Oue more!” sang out Jim to the
Number on dial represents miles. Hand points
driver. He poised, stepped lightly up >it number o f miles walked.
that is needed. The stable has been
Case of handsome nickel.
and over and avoided by the safe
If you play golf or hunt, walk for business or enlarged and newly equipped through
hairbreadth being crushed when tlie
nleasure—in
search of health or for recreation, out.
Experienced drivers will take
log rolled. But it did not lie quite
the walking is made doubly interesting by carrystraight or even. So Mike cut a short
parties when desired.
g a Pedometer.
thick block and all three stirred tin
At your dealer or by mail on receipt of price.
heavy timber sufficiently to admit of Fully guaranted. Write for booklet.
P. RICHARDSON & CO.,
the billet’s Insertion.
THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.,
Then the chain was thrown down for
Rangeley,
*
Maine.
>2 Malley B uilding, - N ew Haven, Conn.
another.

0

1 50

1 00 First-Class Livery,
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“ I am glad you are settled,” he wrote.
“ At least I know you have enough to
eat and a roof over you. I hope sin
cerely that you will do your best to fit
yourself to your new conditions.
I
know it is hard, but with my lack of
experience and my ignorance as to
whore to take hold it may he a good
many years before wo can do any
better.”
When Helen Thorpe read this she
tried. Things had gone wrong that
morning, and an encouraging word
would have helped her. The somber
tone of her brother's communication
threw her into a fit of the blues from
The Savw'ce .22-Caliber “Junior” Single Shot Ride is different
>.n a.-.y
which for the first time she saw her
saw. Im outward appearance may seem similar '..> otaer rifles of i.iu.; y i \ u H that is
surroundings in a depressing and dis
e
the point, li is the quality and the smooth and easy toa iner in witich if war.tts- that
tn
Beside beintc the safest and most accurate shoot--■, )t is beautifully ,i ii-ne-t a i »c
tasteful light. And yet lie had writ
you under an honest guarantee. Price $4.00, at your d ‘ale - s or direct Iro n u «.
ten as he did with the kindest possible
Shoots the short, long and long rifle carttidges.
motives.
Write for Catalogue, free.
Thorpe had the misfortune to ho one
ttf those individuals who. though care
SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY, 19 Turner Street, Utica, N. Y. U. S. A.
less of what people in/general may
think of them, are in a corresponding
degree sensitive to the opinion of the
The conductor stood over the heap, few they love. This fooling was fur
fHE BLAZED lRAIL*
at a manifest advantage.
ther exaggerated by a constitutional
“ You lumber jacks had euougfi. or do shrinking from any outward manifes
[Continued from Page G.j
you want to catch it plenty?"
tation o f the emotions. Perhaps for
The men. drunk though they were, this reason he was never entirely sinsocks tied at the knot . The air was
so thick with smoke that the men had realized their helplessness. They sig 1cere with those he loved.
After the disgrace of his father Har
difficulty in distinguishing objects nified they had had enough. Jimmy
thereupon released them amt stood up. ry Thorpe had done a great deal of
across the length of the car.
brushing
down
his
tousled
hair
with
thinking and planning which he Rent
The passengers sprawled in various
attitudes, and their occupations were his stubby lingers.
“ Now, is it ticket or bounce?” inquir carefully to uimself. tie considered
diverse. Three nearest the baggage
In turn the differ nt occupations to
ed
the conductor.
room door attempted to sing, but with
After some difficulty and grumbling which he could tuia m.- nami and neg
out much success. A man in the cor
the two paid their fare and that of the atived them one by one. Few business
ner breathed softly through a mouth
firms would care to employ the son of
third, who was still dazed.
organ, to the music of which his seat
The interested spectators of the little as shrewd an embezzler as Henry
mate, leaning his head sideways, gave
drama included two men near the ■ Thorpe. Finally he came to a decision.
close attention. One big fellow with a
water cooler who were perfectly sober He communicated this decision to his
square beard swaggered back and
One o f them was perhaps past the best sister. It would have commended it
forth down the aisle offering to every
o f life, but still straight and vigorous. self more logically to her had she been
one refreshment from a qfiart bottle. His lean face was leather brown in able to follow step by step the consid
It was rarely refused. Of the dozen contrast to a long mustache aud heavy eration that bad led her brother to it.
probably three-quarters were more or eyebrows bleached nearly white, his As the event turned, she was forced to
less drunk.
eyes were a clear, steady blue and his accept it blindly. She knew that her
After a time the smoke became too frame was slender but wiry. He wore brother intended going west, but as to
dense. A short, thickset fellow with the regulation mackinaw blanket coat, his hopes and plans she was in igno
an evil, dark face coolly thrust his heel a peaked cap with an extraordinary rance. A little sympathy, a little mu
through a window.
The conductor, high crown and buckskin moccasins tual understanding, would have meant
who. with the brakeman and baggage over long stockings.
a great deal to her. for a girl whose
master, was seated in the baggage van.
The other was younger, not more mother she but dimly remembers turns
heard the jingle of glass. Lie arose.
than twenty-six perhaps, with the .clean naturally to her next of kin. Helen
“Guess I'll take up tickets.” he re
cut. regular features we havescoiue to Thorpe had always admired her broth
marked. “ Perhaps it will quiet the
er. but bad never before needed him.
boys down a little."
She bad looked upon him as strong,
The conductor was a big man. raw
self contained, a little moody.
boned and broad, with a hawk face.
At the beginning of the row in the
His every m >tion showed lean, quick,
smoking car Thorpe laid aside his let
pantherlike power.
ter and watched with keen apprecia
“ Let her went.” replied the braketion the direct practicality of the train
man. rising as a matter of course to
men's method. When the bearded man
follow his chief.
fell before the conductor’s-b low , he
Tl'p brakeman was stocky, short and
turned to the individual at his side.
long armed. In the old fighting days
"He knows how to hit. doesn't he?”
he observed. "That fellow was knock
Michigan railroads chose their train
ed well oft his feet.”
officials with an eye to their superior
deltoids. The two men loomed on the
“ He does." agreed the other dryly.
noisy smoking compartment.
They fell into a desultory conversa
tion of fits and starts. Woodsmen of
“ Tickets, please.” clicked the con
the genuine sort are never talkative,
ductor sharply.
and Thorpe, as has been explained,
Most of the men began to fumble
was constitutionally reticent. In ilie
about in their pockets, but the three
course of their disjointed remarks
singers and the man who had been of
Thorpe explained that he was looking
feriug the quart bottle did not stir.
for, work in the woods and intended
"Ticket. Jack!” repeated the con
firyt of ail to try the Morrison & Daly
ductor. “ Come on. now!”
camps at Beeson lake.
The big bearded man leaned uneer
“ Know anything about logging?” in
tainly against the seat.
quired the stranger.
“ Now. look here. Bud." he urged in
“ Nothing.” Thorpe confessed.
wheedling tones. “ I ain't got no ticket.
“ Ain't much show for anything but
You know how it is. Bud. I blows my
lumber jacks. What did you think of
stakes.” He fished uncertainly in his
doing ?"
pocket and produced the qfflirt bottle,
nearly empty. “ Have a drink?”
“ 1 don't know,” said Thorpe doubt
“ No.” said the conductor sharply.
fully. “ I have driven horses a good
“ A' right.” replied Jack amiably
deal, i thought I might drive team.”
He teas seized by the collar.
“Take one myself." He tipped the hot
The woodsman turned slowly and
tie. emptied it and burled it through a consider typically American. Eye looked Thorpe over with a quizzical
window. The conductor paid no ap brows that curved far down along the eye. Then he faced to the front again
parent attention to the breaking of the temples and eyelashes of a darkness in and spat.
contrast to the prevailing note of his
glass.
“ Quite like.” he replied, still more
“ If you haven't any ticket, you’ll complexion combined to lend him a dryly.
rather brooding, soft and melancholy
have to get off.” said he.
The boy's remark had amused him,
air which a very cursory second ex I and he had showed it, as much as he
The big man straightened up.
“ You go to blazes!” he snorted, and amination showed to be fictitious. His I ever showed anything. Excepting al
with the sole o f his spiked boot deliv eyes, like the woodman’s, were steady, ways the river men, the driver of a
ered a mighty kick at the conductor's but inquiring. His jaw was square and team commands the highest wages
settled, his mouth straight. Unlike the among out of door workers.
thigh.
The official, agile as a wildcat, leap other inmates of the car he wore an
It is easier to drive a fire engine than
ed back, then forward and knocked the ordinary business suit, somewhat worn, a logging team.
man half the length of the car. Y'ou but of good cut and a style that showed
But in spite of the naivete of the re
see. he was used to it. Before Jack even over the soft flannel shirt. The mark the woodsman had seen some
could regain his feet the official stood trousers were, however, bound inside thing in Thorpe he liked. Such .men be
the usual socks and rubbers.
over him.
come rather expert in the reading of
The two seat mates had occupied character. He revised his first inten
The three men in the corner had also
risen and were staggering down the their time each in his own fashion. The tion to let the conversation drop.
aisle intent ou battle. The conductor elder stared straight before him and
"I think M. <fc D. is rather full up
took in the chances with professional spat with a certain periodicity into the just now.” he remarked. " I ’m walkin’
center of the aisle. The younger boss over there. The roads is about
rapidity.
“ Get at 'em. Jimmy!” said he.
stretched back lazily in an attitdue of all made, and roadmaking is what
And as the big man finally swayed ease. Sometimes he smoked a pipe. a greenhorn tackles first. They’s more
to his feet he was seized by the collar Thrice he read over a letter. It was I chance earlier in the year.
But if
and trousers iu the grip known to from his sister and announced her ar the old fellow"—he strongly accent
“ bouncers” everywhere, hustled to the rival at the little rural village in which ed the first word—“ hain’ t nothin’ for
door, which some one obligingly open he had made arrangements for her to ' you, just ask for Tim Shearer, an’ I'll
ed. and burled from the moving train stay.
“ It is interesting now.” she try to put you on the trail for some
into the snow. The conductor did not wrote, “ though the resources do not jobber's camp.”
care a straw whether the obstreperous look as though they would wear well.
The three who had come into colli
Jack lit ori his head or his feet, hit a I am learning under Mrs. Renwick to sion with Jimmy and Bud were getting
inow bank or a pile of ties.
sweep and dust and bake and stew and noisier. They had produced a stone
The conductor returned to find a roll do a multitude of other things which I jug and had collected the remainder o f
ing. kicking, gouging mass of kinetic always vaguely supposed came ready the passengers, with the exception of
energy knocking the varnish off all one made. I like it. but after I have learn Shearer and Thorpe, and now were
end of the car. A head appearing, he ed it all I do not believe the practice passing the jug rapidly from hand to
coolly batted it three times against a will appeal to me much. However. ! hand. Soon they became musical, strik
corner of the seat arm. after which he can stand it well enough for a year or ing up one of the wierd. long drawn
pulled the contestant out by the hair two or three, for I am young, and then out chants so popular with the shanty
and threw him into a seat, where he you will have made your everlasting boy.
Thorpe shrewdly guessed his
lay limp. Then it could be seen that fortune, of course.”
companion to be a man o f some weight
•Jimmy had clasped tight in his em
“ She’s a trump." said Thorpe to him and did not hesitate to ascribe his im
brace a leg each of the orbe\; two. He self. “ and she shall have her everlast munity from annoyance to the other’s
htigged them close to his breast and ing fortune if there’s such a thing in presence.
Jammed
face down against (hem to the country.”
“ It’s a bad thing,” said the walking
protect his features. They could pound
He jingled the SR.GO in his pocket and
the‘ top of his head and welcome. The smiled. That was the extent of biu ev boss. "I used to be at it myself, and I
know.”
only thing he really feared was a kick erlasting fortune at present.
"Bees'ii Lake!” cried Jimmy fiercely
in the side, and for that there was
The letter had been answered from
v the aperture of the door.
hardly room.
Detroit.
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’sKidney Troubl

Woman

Lydia E. PinKham’s Vegetable Com pound is Espe
cially Successful
in
Curing
This Fated
Disease.

SAVAGE RIFLES

$ 4 fflrs. J U/. L a n g and /f i r s . S -F r a h e
Of all the
1 diseases known, with
which women are afflicted, kidney dis
ease is the most fatal. In fact, unless
early and correct treatment is applied,
the weary patient seldom survives.
Being fully aware of this, Mrs. Pinkham. early in her career, gave exhaust
ive study to the subject, and in pro
ducing her great remedy for woman’s
ills — Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound—was careful to see that it
contained the oorrect combination of
herbs which was sure to control that
fatal disease, woman’s kidney troubles.
The Vegetable Compound acts in har
mony with the laws that govern the
entire female svstem, and while there
are many so called remedies for kidney
troubles. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound is the only one espe
cially prepared for women, and thou
sands have been cured of serious kidney
derangements by it. Derangements of
the feminine organs quickly affect the
kidneys, and when a woman has such
symptoms as pain or weight in the
loins, backache, hearing down pains,
urine too frequent scanty or high col
ored, producing scalding or burning,
or deposits like brick dust in it; un
usual thirst, swelling of hands and feet,
swelling under the eyes or sharp pains
in the back running down the inside
of her groin, she may be sure her kid
neys are affected and should lose no
time in combating the disease with
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound, the woman's remedy for wo
man's ills.
The follow ing letters show how
marvelously successful it is.

Mrs. Samuel Frake, o f ProspaoO
Plains, N. J., writes :
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
I cannot thank you enough for what Lvdlft
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has aonO
for me. When I first wrote to you I had sufr
fered for years with what the doctor called
kidney trouble and congestion of the womlk
My back ached dreadfully all the time, and I
suffered so with that bearing-down feeling I
could hardly walk across the room. I did net
get any better, so decided to stop doctoring
with my physician and take Lydia E. Pinla
thfinfcham’s Vegetable Compound and I am 1
ful to say it has entirely cured me. 1[d o a l
my own work, have no more backache
he and
all the bad symptoms have disappeared.
I cannot praise your medicine enough, and
would advise all women suffering with kidnag
trouble to try it.
Mrs. J. W. Lang, of 626 Third
nne, New York, writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
;
I have 1 -/en a great sufferer with sidneT
trouble. My hack ached all the time and I
was discouraged. 1 beard that Lydia EL
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound would cur*
kidney disease, r.nd I began to take it; and 11
has cured me when everything else had failed.
I have recommended it to lots of people and
they all praise it very highly.
Mrs. Plnkham's Standing I n 

vitation.

Women
suffering
from kidney
trouble, or any form of female wealfr
ness are invited to promptly communi
cate with Mrs Pinkham. at Lynn,
Mass Out of the great volume of ex
perience which she lias to draw from,
it is more than likely she has the very
knowledge that will help your case.
Her advice is free and always help
ful.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound ; a Woman's Remedy for Woman’s Ills.
“ You’ll find the boardin’ house jus.
across over the track,” said the woods
man, holding out his hand. “ So long
See you again if you don't find a job
with the old fellow.
My name's
Shearer.”
“ Mine is Thorpe.” replied the other.
“ Thank you."
Thorpe followed aud found himself
on the frozen platform of a little dark
railway station. Directly across the
track from the railway station a sin
gle building was pricked from the dark
by a solitary lamp in a lower story
room. The four who had descended
before Thorpe made over toward this
light, stumbling and laughing uncer
tain:;.-, so he knevr it was probably the
boarding house and prepared to follow
them.
The five were met at the steps by the
proprietor of the boarding house. This
man was short and stout, with a hare
lip and cleft palate, which at once gave
him the well known slurring speech
of persons so afflicted and imparted
also to the timbre of his voice a pecul
iarly hollow, resonant, trumpetlike
note. He stumped about energetically
on a wooden leg of home manufacture.
It was a cumbersome instrument,
heavy, with deep pine socket for the
stump and a projecting brace which
passed under a leather belt around the
man's waist. This instrument he used
with the dexterity of a third hand. As
Thorpe watched him he drove in a pro
jecting nail, kicked two "turkeys” in
side the open door and stuck the armed
end of his peg leg through the top and
bottom of thV whisky jug that one of
the new arrivals had set down near
the door. The whisky promptly ran
out. At this, the cripple flirted the im
paled jug from the wooden leg far out
over the rail of the veranda into the
snow.
A growl went up.
“ What ’ n thunder’s that for?” snarl
ed one of the owners of the whisky
threateningly.
[To be Continued.]

New Advertisements.
The Maples, F. W. Drew proprietor
Fox and rabbit hovnds for sale.

Remove the Cause
of a Headache
Dear Sirs:—
We always keep “ L. F.” Bitters in
the house. I use them for sick head
ache and find them a great help.
Yours respectfully,
MRS. F R A N K G. SMART,
July 16, 1903.
Kineo, Me.
“ L. F.'s” act through the bowels and
remove the real cause.
Don’t use
cures that only deaden the pain and
leave the poison in the system. “L.
F.” A tw ood’s Bitters are safe.
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THE ANGLERS
t S T ANNUAL.
D isclosing the haunts and habit*
o f the popular sportiny fishes, and
the favorite baits, rods and tiickfc
of the expert anytei*.
vx

Our Serial Story.
This week begins the first install
ment o f the extremely interesting story
“ The Blazed Trail.’ ’

This is one of the

strongest stories from the pen o f that
noted writer, Stewart Edward White.
It pictures the woods that are filled in
the summer and autumn with hunters
and fishermen as they are in winter, in
termingled with just a little coating of
romance and will be enjoyed by both
young and old.

MAI NE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.
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thing will be found to be all right and
Off Days.
Where is the hunter who has not ex i the target will shot hits good enough
perienced off days? The term off days for all practical purposes. The mystery
may be somewhat indefinite, as some of the bad shooting will only be deeptimes the off days seem to be with the ' ened but you will at least have the sat
game rather than with the hunter. isfaction o f knowing that you can shoot
But it is with the off days o f the hunter well under normal conditions.
There are many who are always
with which I wish to deal.
Every hunter has had them. Among ready to blame the gun and such peo
the more ignorant ones these off days ple are constantly changing from one
are regarded with a sort o f superstition arm to another—a practice that seldom
and should the hunter miss several con develops a good marksman.—D. E.
secutive shots which there seemed to be Heywood in Shooting and Fishing,
no good reason for missing, he is very
liable to shoulder his rifle and go to
A New Camp.
camp and wait for the spell, whatever
Hersom’s Point camp, a summerit may be, to pass off.
camp for girls at Belgrade Lakes, will
I once knew an old buffalo hunter,
be a new institution at that well known
w ho was wise in Indian lore and their resort this summer. A former Bel
superstitions. He was by no means
grade girl, Miss Hortense Hersom, now
above being affected by it himself. On
a teacher in the Friends’ Select school,
on e occasion he told o f riding down a
Washington, D. C., will be in charge
buffalo and killing it, but upon skinning :
of the camp. She will be assisted by
the animal no marks o f a bullet could I
her sister, a graduate nurse o f the
be found anywhere upon its body. This
Maine General hospital, and by Miss
o f course was a meaningless event, but
Hughes, the director o f physical train
it is the kind of nonsense that may
ing at the Friends’ Select" school. The
strengthen superstition in an ignorant |
camp season will be from July 1 to
mind and cause it to believe that there j
August 26.
is not only “ an unseen hand that shapes ;
our destiny, ’ ’ but that there seems to
Camp and Hotel Printing.
be an evil spirit that can turn the for
tunes o f a day’ s hunt at will.
There is nothing like arranging for
By those who have done market hunt your printing early. The season o f 1905
ing in the west and were shooting a t , will be on before we realize it and we
something every hour o f the day I have can’t make a mistake by getting an
been told that off days were the one idea of how to l a y o u t next sea
thing that they stood in dread of. son’s printing.
Special prices and spe
They seem to come and go without cial arrangements for camp and hotel
cause or reason; usually they are only printing. W e know what you need for
for a day, but sometimes they will con cuts.
J. W. B r a c k e t t Co.,
tinue for two or three days. They
M aine W o o ds , Phillips, Me.
seem to be like a disease that m u st;
have its run.
An Anirpad Story For
It is a sad time for a hunter when he
Little FoIKs
si ts down and holding the rifle, that has
been an unfailing friend to him for
years, across his lap looks at it and
realizes that there is no longer a mu
tual understanding between him and it.
It is as though his best friend had sud
Charles Henry Camel was one of the
denly become his worst enemy.
The first thing a hunter will probably most progressive animals iu all the
do when his rifle plays him false will be realm of the king of beasts. He was
to examine the sights and see if they not satisfied to accept things as he
have been misplaced. Finding them all found them, but constantly aimed to
right he considers if the ammunition is put himself in a better position. And
a new lot and if it is the kind he has this is a very commendable trait at
‘\
been accustomed to using. If there is most times. So when Charles Henry heard that
no visible cause of bad markmanship,
he will probably came to the conclusion the circus parade was going to pass
his way he decided that he would
that the fault is his own.
climb a tree aud view the long line of
There are many w-ays that an occa cages and the brass bands which would
sional bad shot may be accounted for be in the procession from this elevated
when hunting in the woods.
Small standpoint. He had never climbed a
limbs will deflect a bullet, sending it tree, but he thought if others could
wide of its mark.
The light and he could too.
Therefore when the first blare of
shadows on different days change the
appearance of the ordinary hunting trumpets was heard afar off he set his
sight to such an extent that anything
like an accurate aim is extremely diffi
cult. This defect is to quite an extent
overcome by the use o f the modem
ivory bead front sight and aperture rear
right.
Again, there may be times
when the human eye is temporarily out
o f order. This may occur from such
slight disorders as would arise from
violent exertion, strong coffee, or over
eating.
This far I have only touched on a few
matters such as are incidental to every
hunt; but a real off day comes when a
hunter misses an animal at which he
took deliberate aim, when it stood so
plainly visible, that for the moment it
may seem to him that he is the victim
of a horrible nightmare. An unseen
limb may have caused the first trouble
and if so his confidence in the rifle will
remain intact; but should there be noth- j ON T H E W A Y TO T H E C IR C U S P A R A D E .
ing in the way and the game continue forefeet against a sycamore and tried
to stand until he has fired several more to draw himself up into the branches.
His feet slipped, and as a reward he
shots, with results the same as if the
received a sound bump on the nose.
gun had been loaded with blank ammu
He tried again and got another bump.
nition, it is not strange if the hunter
All this time the sound of music and
becomes astounded.
of rumbling cages grew nearer, and
It would be only a waste-of time and Charles Henry made a mighty effort
space to recount instances o f this kind and succeeded in drawing himself
that have happened to the writer and about half way to a lower limb.
Then came the parade, and Charles
others o f his acquaintance. Such things
are hardly possible when each shot can Henry, who only kept his position with
be located, but should there be no back the greatest effort, gazed down in sat
isfaction.
But as the second baud
ground that will throw up dust, water
passed the poor old camel found he
or anything else to indicate where the could hold on no longer, and down he
shots are striking it is my experience dropped.
that the more one shoots ethe wider he
Boom, boom, kerplunk!
He went
is apt to fire.
square into the middle o f the big bass
One reason that is often given for drum. And then you may be sure
such shooting is that the game is too there was trouble. Poor Charles Hen
near, or the hunter too sure. This may ry was set upon by the whole circus
account for the first shot, but it will and was beaten and belaid until he
was black and blue.—Worcester Post.
not account for the subsequent ones.
A fter one experience o f this kind the
hunter usually loses confidence in him
self, a matter almost surely fatal to ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
any undertaking. I am not a Christian
IN T H E G A M E SEA SO N ,
Scientist, but so far as faith and con
BY JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE.
fidence in one’s self will subserve the
means to an end, it is vastly important.
The best treatise ou this subject
The first and probably the best r e m -;
that
has ever been published. A
edy to be employed is to go to a good
range where the conditions are as near neat and attractive booklet. Sent to
those where the misses have been made any address for 20c. Address
as possible and there shoot until you
M A IN E W O O D S ,
have reestablished your confidence in
yourself and gun. In most cases every- Phillips,
Maine.

The Tree Climbing Camel
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H O T E L S AND CAM PS.
Aroostook County.
Via O x b o w , M e .
A tk in s's (.'Amps. Famous for Moose, deer and
big- fish. Write for special small maps and circu! lar to
W. M. Atkins, Oxbow, Me.
Via O x b o w , M e .
Spider Lake ram ps. Good camps. Unexcelled
|trout fishing. Go. d accommodations. AUearaali
trips a specialty. Address,
Arbo & Libby, Oxbow, Mo.

Franklin Countv.
R an ge ley L a k e s ,

Camp Bernik, T he Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
Capl. F. C. Barker, I’ rop’r, Bemis.
Rangeley L akes, Me.

Mountain View House is one of the most modern,
up to date summer homes in the state of Maine.
Its beautiful location at the foot of Rangeley
lake on a picturesque cove, gives it many at
tractions, while the best o f fishing is within close
proximity. The boating and canoeing are the
best on the lake; the drives are unsurpassed for
beautiful scenery and the woods around are filled
with delightful paths and trails. Croquet and
tennis grounds adjoin the house. The cuisine is
of the best; fruit.vegetables, fish and game in
their season with plenty of milk and cream.^Pure
spring water is furnished the house from a spring
above. Rooms large, well lighted and pleasant.
Hunters find plenty of deer, partridge and wood
cock in the woods near by.
Send for 1905 booklet to
L. E. Bowlev, Mountain View House.
Mountain View. Rangeley Lakes, Me.
E ustis, M e .

Hound Mountain Lake Camps. Located in the
heart of the Maine woods, 10 miles from Eustis.
Best of trout fishing at all times, both lake and
stream. Fine hunting, large and small game.
Detached log cabins, open fires.
Round Mountain Lake Camps,
Dion O. Blackwell, Mgr.,
Eustis, Franklin County, Me.
New York office, Room 29, 835 Broadway.
W e ld , M e .

"E u reka.” The best place in Maine for fishing.
Trout, satmon and bass. Send for booklet.
The Maples, F. W. Drew. Mgr., Weld, Me.
R a n ge ley L a k e s .

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of
Bald Mountain in a good fishing and hunting sec
tion. .'Steamboat accommodations O. K. Tele
phone at camps. Two mails daily. Write for
free circular to
Amos Ellis. Prop’r, Bald Mountain, Me.
Via F a r m in g t o n .
Clear W ater Camps. First-class fishing.
E. G. Gay, Route 1, Farmington, Me.
D e a d R iv e r R egion .

Greene's Farm is headquarters at the entrance
to the Dead River region. Trains run within less
than a quarter of a mile o f my house and are met
by my teams. People stopping at my house over
night can take the train, arriving in Boston at 9
p. m. There are plenty of deer in this section.
I. W. Greene, Prop’ r, Coplin, Me.
S t r a t t o n . Me .

Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the Dead
River region. Good table and clean beds. Good
livery connected. Parties taken to any and all
camps in this section at reasonable rates.
E. H. Grose, Prop’r, Stratton, Me.
P. O. B e a ver P on d . M e .

Grant's Camps.
The popular resort of the
Rangeleys. Situated at Seven Ponds. 27 miles
from Rangeley village. Good buckbo&rd road.
Deer are seen daily from camp doors. Small game
is abundant. Fishing cannot be excelled any
where. First-class accommodations for ladies.
Ed Grant & Sons.
N e a r R a n g e le y .

Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a
nice place to spend a summer vacation. For rates
and particulars correspond with
Hinkley & Roberts. Rangeley, Me.
O n P h il l ip s & R a n g e l e y R a il r o a d .

R edin gton Camps and C ottages. Good accom
modations. with best fishing and hunting. One
minute’s walk from Redington station. Write for
circular.
J. F. Hough, Prop’r.,
P. O. Rangeley, Me.
S k in n e r . Me .

Log Cabin Retreat. Finest fishing and deer
hunting in Maine. Send for circular.
Log Cabin Retreat. Skinner. Me.
P h il l ip s , Me.

Phillips Hotel. Carriage meets all trains. Good
fishing.
C. A. Mahoney, Prop’ r.
H a in e s L a n d in g , M e .

ooselookmejf untie

‘•use offers excellent acmmodations t o sportsin. It is in close prox■ity to the best'fishing- the
ke offers. No hay fever.
■Idress from Nov. until
ay. Theo. L. Page. Prop.,
■nate Cafe. Washington,
C. A fter May 1, Haines
inding, Me.
R an ge ley, L ake.

Munyon’s Springs. The most beautiful spot in
Maine.
W. W. Smith, Mgr., Rangeley, Me.
A t F arm in gton .

The Stoddard House is delightfully located for
I those wishing to spend the vacation among the
! hills and near good fishing and hunting. Write
|for particulars.
W. H. McDonald, Prop’ r., Farmington, Me.
Via R a n g e l e y .
Kenuelmgo Lake House on the shore of Kennebago Lake. One of the best fishing sections.
Good fishing every day in the season. Excellent
accommodations. Address,
Richardson Bros.. Proprietors,
jKennebago, Me.
D e a d R ive r R egion .

file New Shaw House. Eustis, Maine, a modern
hotel and open to sportsmen. No better hunting
anywhere. There are about 40 rooms. Corres
pondence solicited.
A. B."Sargent. Eustis. Me.
E ustis , M e .

Tim Pond ramps. Situated Jin the Dead River
Region, 2,000 feet above the sea level. In the
heart of Maine’s best fishing ground. Write^for
further particular^ to
Julian K. Viles, Eustis, Me.
Via R a n g e l e y .
Y o r k ’s Uaiups, Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Trout,
Salmon, Birds, Deer, Canoeing, Bathing, etc. A
postal brings illustrated booklet.
J. Lewis York, Prop’ r..
Rangeley, Me.
F our M iles F rom R a n g e l e y .

W horff's Gamps, Dead River Pond, P. O. Ad
dress, Rangeley, Me. Send for circular.
E. B. Whorff, Proprietor.

1905.
H O T E L S A N D CAM PS.

“ ‘I shied off to one side to pass the
bear, but as I was goin’ by her I
Kennebec Countv.
ketehed her eye, and it struck me that there was a queer*look in it. I stopped ;
B elg rade L ak es, Me .
The Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New and the bear turned that queer look on *
England. Best black bass fishing- in the world.
me full tilt, and then looked over to’ rd *
Chas. A. Hill & Son, Managers.
a saplin’ that stood off by itself about 3
So. S m it iiit e l d , M e .
N orth Pond Camps. Situated on one of the twenty foot away.
seven famous Belgrade Lakes. Bass and trout
“ ‘Then she looked back at me a g ’in, 1
fishing unexcelled." Log cabins with open stone
fireplaces, and camps connected with large farm
I didn’ t see noth- ^
o f 300 acres. New booklet for 1905 just out. Send and then at the tree.
for one. Edw. W. Clement, So. Smithfield, Me.
in to make it worth while fer me to miss
gittin’ that ham, and I started on.
Mer cer, M e.
Cottages to Rent on the Belgrade lakes, all fur
“ ‘Then the hear givq me the look
nished at low rates. Nice sandy beach* Address,
a g ’ in, and fell onto her knees. She got
J. Littlefield, Mercer, Me.
Telephone connections.
up and walked to’ rd the saplin’ , lookin’
>back over her shoulder at me as she
Somerset County.
went, jest as if she was askin’ me to
J a c k m a n , M e ., P. O.
foller her.
G erard's Camps on Little Spencer Waters of Big
“ ‘ When she got to the foot o ’ the
Spencer Lake. The place to come for trout and
togue. Good camps, good Rangeley boats and
good trails to all of the outlying ponds. Good j saplin’ she stopped and throwed her
fishing in the big lake in front of the cabins as eyes up into it.
I looked up, too, and
soon as the ice goes out. Come*early and see for
then I see what it all meant.
yourselves.
Thomas Gerard, Prop’ r., Jackman, Me.
“ ‘ Nigh the top o ’ the saplin’ , din g
Via B in g h a m .
in’ to a limb, was a catamount—an allCarry Ponds Camps. Write me for information
before deciding where to go for a fishing trip or slammin’ tremendous big and ugly one
an outing. Fine fly fishing at these camps. Only —with a little hear cub in each claw,
two hours’ walk to Pierce Pond where the large
salmon are taken. Special attention given to fam , glarin’ down at me and the bear.
ilies during the summer months.
“ ‘The catamount had stole the bear’s
Henry J. Lane, Bingham, Me.
J cubs and skited up the tree with ’em.
Washington County.
The tree was too small fer the bear to
climb, and the catamount didn’t dast to
G r a n d L a k e St r e a m , Me .
come down, knowin’ that the bear’d
The Birches. Come here for your fall hunting.
Frank H. Ball.
make short work o f it—and the poor
mother bear wanted me to rescue them
New Hampshire.
young uns o ’ her’ n.
!_
•
R a n ge ley L ak es.
“
‘That
was
the
hull
sitiwation,
as
I
Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most picturesque
I fergot all ,)
retreat, charming scenery, beautiful drives, excel figgered it out in a jiffy.
lent boating, good fishing. Send for booklet.
about
the
ham,
I
was
so
teehed by ,
E. H. Davis, Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.
the longin’ - o ’ the poor mother bear, >>
AMAZING THINGS BEARS WILL DO! and so all-pervadin’ mad at the kidnap- |
pin’ catamount.
Who, for Instance, Would Have Suspected
“ ‘ I throwed off my coat and up that|
saplin’ I shinned. I wasn’ t long gittin’ I
This Grateful Mother to be a Thief?
“ It wasn’t a very big doe,’ ’ said the to where the catamount was croucjiin’ |
man from the Knob country, “ but it glarin’ at me as I come, and spittin*
was dead, and Sam and Dick knowed it and growlin’ enough to skeera red In
couldn.t ‘a ’ walked away from their jin, but holdin’ on to the whinin’ bear
cabir\, consekently it must ‘a ’ been cubs like grim death.
“ ‘The varmint could’ t climb any
took, so they meandered out to see if
they couldn’t git some kind of a trail higher, an’ seein’ she couldn’ t skeer me
that ’ d throw some light on to its dis back, she thought she’d do better to
take the chances fer a jump than to git
appearin’.
“ Sam, he hadn’ t said a word about into my clutch, and she aimed fer
meanderin’ in that direction, neither branch o f a tree off to one side o ’ the
had Dick, but somehow or other they one we was in. and away she went.
both headed to ’ rd Jerry’s cabin. When The jump was more than she could land,they got there Jerry was home, and he and down she went, still clutchin’ the
cubs, kerplunk on the ground.
was skinnin’ out the doe.
“ ‘Before I could git down out o ’ the
‘ ‘ Looks to me, Jerry,’ says Sam, ‘as
tree the old hear had slathered the cat
if it’d have to go back. ’
“ Jerry he looks up, jest as if he amount into shoestrings, and was je
hadn’ t never been so su’ prised in all his more than tickled over gittin’ her cub
back.
born days, and he says:
“ ‘ She didn’ t have to have the gift of
“ Why, what’ ll have to go back, Sam?’
gab to thankNne. She looked it more
says he.'
than words could tell it.
“ ‘The d oe,’ says Sam.
“ ‘ When I got to the ground I thunk
“ ‘The doe!’ says Jerry, seemin’ ly
more su’ priseder than ever. ‘ Why, about that ham I was needin, ’ and I kin
see the sorrowin' Io o k on tnat old bear's :
what fer, Sam’ ? says he.
face now when I cussed the luck andi
“ ‘ It was took ,’ says Sam.
“ ‘Took!’ says Jerry, painful like. hollered:
“ ‘ I never kin ketch that wagon now!
‘ Sam,’ says he, ‘not stole! You don’ t
mean to say you’ ve an idee she stole it, Never! And I won’ t have nothin’ to
eat fer a week!
have you?’ says he.
“ ‘ I streaked it for the turnpike, any
“ Sam and Dick they looked as if they
didn’ t exac’ ly understand Jerry, but how, hopin'’ I mowt ketch the wagon,
but w'hen I got there I heerd it rumblin’
pooty soon Sam says:
“ ‘ It was took ,’ says he. ‘ And looks down the road, half a mile beyond any
to me as if it’d have to go back,’ says kind o ’ hearin. ’ I come back here mad
and tired and hungry and cussed bears
he.
“ Then Jerry he wilted down on the and catamounts all night.
“ ‘ I was foolin’ round in here this
bench, throwed his hands up’ards and
forenoon, when I heerd ascratehin’ sort
‘most burst out a sobbin’ .
“ ‘This is heart-breakin?’ ’ says he. of a knock come to the door. I opened
“ To think that she’d ‘a ’ stole it! And it, and I most fell in a faint when I see
me a-praisin’ her and a-thankin’ her, 1that old she bear standin’ there with
supposin’ o ’ course that she had run it that doe over her shoulder.
“ ‘ As soon as she seen me she laid the
down her own self and brung it to me!
And now to think that she’d ‘a’ stole it! doe down, give me a look that there
This is heart-breakin!’ Do you think w a’n’ t no mistakin’ and trotted off into
you got the right idee, Sam?’ ’ says the woods. I was tetched to the heart.
“ ‘Gratitude!’ ’ says I.
“ Sorrowin'
J erry.
“ Sam and Dick looked as if they because she had knocked me out o’
didn’ t understand Jerry any better than gittin’ my meat and swellin’ with grati
they did before, but pooty soon Sam tude ‘cause I saved her cubs fer her,
she has gone and run down a nice fat
says:
“ ‘It was took ,’ says he, ‘and looks doe and brung it to my h’ arthstone!”
to me as if it’d have to go back, ’ he I says.
“ ‘ And I drug the doe in and was
says:
“ Jerry he shook his head sorrowful, musin’ on the tetchin’ sarcumstance as
and lifted a sigh like anybody mowt I skinned it out, and now to think she
that had got a terrible blow, *and_ he i stole it! Me supposin’ she had run it
down herself and brung it to me, and
says:
“ I dunno how under the blue canopy now to think she stole it!
“ ‘This is heart breakin!’ Where do !
o f the archin’ skies I ever let myself
run so shy o ’ meat, ’ says he, ‘but yis- you s’ pose she stole it, Sam ?’
“ ‘ Where do you s’ pose she could ‘a,’
terday afternoon I see that I didn’ t
have a smitch, so I cut sticks fer the |Dick? says Sam.
“ ‘The unblushin’ critter!’ says Dick.
turnpike, seein’ that I had jest time to
ketch the tannery hark wagon goin’ in ‘She knows!’ says he.
“ Y es,’ says Sam. ‘ And J e rry ,’ says
so as I could tell the driver to fetch me
in a ham from the store when he come j he, ‘the thing fer you to do is to whisper
in next mornin’ , and leave it fer me in ! in her ear that unless she lugs that doe ,;
the hemlock stub so as I could go down back and hangs it On the peg where she
i snaked it from, there’ ll be worse than '
and git it.
“ ‘ I had about a mile and’ a half to i kidnappin’ catamounts prowlin’ round
go yit, when I come slam up ag’in a and pouncin’ in these woods!’ says he. <
“ Then Sam and Dick went in the,
bear in an openin’ in the woods, and woods to see how the signs fer game
seemed like it was waitin’ fer me. was keepin’ up, and when they got back
I didn’ t have no gun, and I was in a to their cabin along in the afternoon, lo
hurry, fer if I didn’ t hurry I ’d miss the and behold ye! there the doe hung!
“ ‘ Di ck, ’ says Sam, ‘what amazin’
hark wagon, and then I couldn’t git no things bears does do!’ says he.
ham fer two days, and I didn’ t have no
“ ‘ Amazin’ est kind!’ says Dick.
“ And poor Jerry was weighted down,
time to go huntin’ fer meat, with that
bark-peelin’ contract on my hands, so so under the heft o ’ woe that disapp’ intin’ she bear had give him that he
hears, wasn’ t jest the thing fer me to throwed up his peelin’ contract and
stop and fool with jest then.
went to raftin’ up on the headwaters.”

